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CBA?TER ONE: ~NTRODUCTrON 

Women are supposed to De very calm generally: but women 
feel just as men feel; they need exercise for their faculties, 
and a field for their efforts as much as' their brothers do; 
they suffer from too rigid a constraint, too absolute a 
stagnation, precisely' as' men would suffer; and it is narrow
minded in their more privileged fellow-creatures to say that 
they ought to confine themselves to making puddings and 
knitting stockings, to playing on the piano and embroidering 
bags. It is thoughtless to condemn them, or laugh at them, 
if they seek to do more or learn more than custom has pro
nounced necessary for their sex .l--Jane Eyre (1848) 

Unfortunately, many nineteenth-century novelists before 

the emergence of writers such as Mrs. Gaskell, Emily and 

Charlotte Bront~ and George Eliot, tended frequently to 

portray women in the way that Jane Eyre here laments. The 

typical heroine of early nineteenth-century fiction was 

often so idealized that she frequently assumed an angelic 

stature and rarely was she shown emerging from that unreal

istic dimension. However, this kind of portrayal was consid

erably modified by the above-mentioned writers so that they 

developed a deeper consideration of female nature that 

Thomas Hardy was to follow. His treatment of women in his 

novels marks a further interesting departure from the treat

ment of women in early nineteenth-century fiction. 

Before considering Hardy's treatment of women though, 

it is perhaps useful to examine how the typical Victorian 

heroine was portrayed and how her portrayal was gradually 

modified. First of all, there seem to be certain common 

characteristics which can be outlined in order to draw a 

composite picture of the Victorian heroine. She was most' 

often beautiful and naturally so and usually possessed an 

inner nature or soul that corresponded to her exterior 

lCharlotte Bront~; Jane Eyre (Cambridge; Mass.; 
1959) ,~l06. Hereafter cited as Bront~. 
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loveli.ness. Because of the nature of her society, the Victorian 

heroine had to be concerned with her physical beauty, as this 

was often a mea.ns of social advancement for her. Even more 

important though, was her social class: the more wealthy 

her family', the more advantages she had in climbing the 

social ladder. The lower her social rank, the harder it was 

for her to advance. And of course, the chief mode of advance

ment lay in marria<Je. These d,if£.iculties of social rank can 

be seen operating in Jane ,husten's Emmaw4~+eJane Fairfax 

is hindexed because she is only a lowly governess and Emma 

holds the upper hand because of her beauty and rank. 

Despite the emphasis on social position, the early 

Victorian heroine was still expected to cultivate her soul. 

One of the chief realizations that she had to come to was 

the .~:mportance of her inner self and the development of an 

inner beauty or grace, as opposed to an external facade. 

Any tendency towards vanity or false aids to beauty such as 

excessive make-up or wigs vIa'S·.; to be avoided. In the same 

way, clothes and external adornments were to be plain and 

unostentatious as finery was a sign of vanity. 

Q.~._l?:r:ime .lIIlP()rtal1.ce was {~u~i ty.~ both physical. and 

mental. Even after marriage, the Victorian woman was to 

retain an air of innocence and avoid any show of worldliness. 

The "fallen woman" was doomed to be an outcast. Sex was 

something to be endured, never to be enjoyed and any 

allusions to it were avoided. Thus, the Victorian heroine 

~a.s a passionless, almost bodiless creature whose chief 

function was to serve her husband and his desires. She was 
ovtrll.!-\ s~oJ . 

never to be the active agent in anYArerationshlp; she was 

merely the passive recipient of a man's attentions and 

advances. 

Although the heroine might have been educated, her 

accomplishments had little chance of practical fulfillment. 

There were few alternatives for the educated woman: she 
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could become either a governess, a. teacher, an actress (which 

was not considered very respectablel, or a wife, which was 

the mos-t secure and desired position. Once married, she had 

few outlets for her energy and intelligence other than child

rearing. Sometimes, she practised philanthropy; working for 

a charitable cause was usually considered respectable and 

allowed a woman a chance to extend her activities beyond the 

confines of her home. The problem of the intelligent woman, 

frustrated because of the lack of opportunities for fulfill

ment, occurs again and again in the Victorian novel. 

Charles Dickens was one writer who tended to portray 

his heroines along the lines of the above stereotype as 

Katharine M. Rogers points out: 

Complete self-abnegation is the leading _c::hClrq.Gt~ristic ... ----.-.--".~-... ..... ," .... -.,~ ....... -~:... .. - .. -~.- .. ,--- .. --., .. 
of most of-the good WOIuen of n~neteenth-Gentury literature: 
Lord Byron's Haidee and Medora, appare:ntly mindless naturals 
who expect nothing from their lords and languish whenever 
they are not present, and Charles Dickens' Little Dorrit and 
Esther Summerson, who never venture even to think of wishes 
of their own, are obvious examples. The typical virtuous 
heroine of the Victorian novel is a softened version of 
Grisilde--rewarded for exploitation by being venerated as a 
saint. Women, it is implied, are wonderfully angelic and 
superior to men for giving up their lives to male happiness-
but there is no question that this is what they should do. 2 

Dickens usually has his villains prey upon the invariably 

weaker sex. In David Copperfield (1850), the hero's first 

shattering experience involves the domination of his mother 

by the sinister Mr. Murdstone, who eventually drives her to 

death. The most sexually aggressive character in the novel, 

James Steerforth, leads Little Emily astray so that her life 

is ruined and he also constantly frustrates the passions of 

Rosa Dartle (a rather exceptional female char~cter __ in :her 

display of such feelings). David's first wife, Dora, is 

sweet but empty-headed. She is an example of a woman who 

has been so coddled that she is unable to cope with the 

2The Troublesome Helpmate (Seattle, 1966) ,~193. 
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ordinary duties of a wife tn a demanding world. She is like 

a child; she does not demand anytht.ng of Dav.::t.d as a man. 

Even those women who do display stamina and force of character, 

the man-hater, Betsy Trotwood and the angelic Agnes Wickfield 

are vulnerable to evil individuals such as Uriah Heep. Agnes 

embodies the state of perfection wh~h David eventually gains; 

however, he must grow up to be worthy of this good angel'. 

Throughout the novel, Agnes is more a symbol of goodness than 

a fully developed woman. 

In Bleak House (1853), Esther Summerson perhaps best 

exemplifies the composite Victorian heroine. She is good, 

sincere and Christian; yet from the beginning she is at a 

disadvantage because: "Your mother, Esther, is your disgrace, 

and you were hers.,,3 When stricken and disfigured with small

pox, Esther must learn to ignore her external ugliness and 

allow the goodness of her nature to predominate. The ultimate 

achievement she attains is a loving husband and children. 

Overall she is another Agnes: almost too good to be true. Her 

constant self-sacrifices and self-condemnations render her 

annoyingly unbelieveable. Esther's mother, Lady Dedlock is 

not so fortunate in life--she is doomed to suffer for her 

illicit love affair. Although she is beautiful and married 

to wealth, her life with Sir Leicester Dedlock is far from 

satisfactory. HerS~; is the position of the cultivated woman 

who discovers only boredom in marriage. Eventually, exposure 

of. her past brings disgrace and death. Dickens is prepared 

to consider the plight of the fallen woman but he almost 

always seems to sentence her to a miserable, outcast state. 

Again and again, Dickens explores the ways in which evil 

men gain control by sexually dominating defenseless women. 

In Our Mutual Friend (1865}, Bradley Headstone becomes an 

extreme version of Edward Murdstone or Uriah Heep in trying 

3Charles Dickens, Bleak House (Cambridge, Mass., 
19 5 6) , p.13 ~ 
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to attai.n complete a.scenda.ncy over a. good and virtuous woman 

like Lizzie Hexam. She is the typical Dickens heroine: 

intelligent, beautiful and resourceful, chaste and kind, 

but with few defenses, economic or physical, against predatory 

males. Ultimately she is rescued by her knight in shining 

armour, Eugene Wrayburn, but even this union is not completely 

satisfactory in social terms since they must retreat from 

society: Lizzie's social position is not equal to Eugene's. 

For Dickens, it is women like Lizzie who seem to come closest 

to perfection and ultimate goodness. It is Lizzie's example 

that women like Bella Wilfer must learn to follow. At the 

beginning Bella is so completely dominated by vanity and 

avarice that she almost appears a monster. However, she is 

able to achieve a reversal of character and she begins to 

acquire the goodness that Lizzie exemplifies. 

In his novels, Dickens often seems unable to admit that 

virtuous, 'good' women have any sort of sexual feeling or 

passion. His heroines are more acted upon than active; as 

victims of male pursuers, they are given few defenses other 

than the strength of their virtue. Those women who do succumb 

to sexual passion, like Little Emily, Lady Dedlock or Rosa 

Dartle, are plagued for life by the results of their "illicit'l 

feelings. Dickens exemplifies the standard Victorian concep

tion of woman. Either she is loose and easily led astray or 

she is a chaste and holy virgin--an angel-harlot dichotomy 

seems to exist. 

It was up to the female writers of the time, Mrs. Gaskell, 

Emily and Charlotte Bront~ and George Eliot to create an 

increasingly realistic portrayal of women. It is remarkable 

that, in a time when the status of women was so low, some of 

the greatest novelists were women. Writing could hardly be 

considered a profession for women when it had to be carried 

on secretly or under a male pseudonym; despite this, the genius 



of M.rs. Gaskell, the Bront&$. and George El:t.ot could not be 

repressed. They' were aole to pres-ent a first-hand, female 

understanding of, and insight into, the Victorian woman. 

Mrs. Gask.ell's Ruth' (18531 is an examination of a 
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'fallen woman'. However orave an attempt it makes in dealing 

with what was certainly a taboo subject, the impact of Ruth 

is diminished by some inconsistencies and an excessive 

discretion. Again it is a story of an innocent, like Little 

Emily, led astray by a Steerforth-like libertine. Mrs. 

Gaskell carefully and sympathetically builds up Ruth's plight 

and the way in which it induces her to succumb to Mr. Belling

ham's charms. Nevertheless, the subject of sexual encounter 

is almost passed over and the illegitimate child is conceived 

without the reader's full awareness.Until the mention of the 

child, the reader is unsure just what the nature of the 

relationship is. And as one Victorian critic of the book 

pointed out, Mrs. Gaskell has portrayed a woman ultimately 

too perfect to arouse our sympathy: 

•.. she has first imagined a character as pure, pious, and 
unselfish as poet ever fancied, and described a lapse from 
chastity as faultless as such a fault can be; and then, with 
damaging and unfaithful inconsistency, has given in to the world's 
estimate in such matters, by affirming that the sin committed 
was of so deep a dye that only a life of atoning and enduring 
persistence could wipe it out. If she designed to awaken the 
world's compassion for the ordinary class of betrayed and 
deserted Magdalenes, the consequences of Ruth's error should 
not have been made so innocent, nor should Ruth herself have 
been painted so perfect. 4 

So, tarnished as Ruth is supposed to be, Mrs. Gaskell 

found it difficult to develop her realistically after her 

initial "fall" . The only recourse for Ruth is to become a 

virtual saint, never again allowing worldly concerns to 

engage herjand she becomes a model Victorian heroine. She 

still retains external beauty, even after her hair is shor~ 

and eventually her inner goodness predominates. Unfortunately 

4W. R. Greg, as quoted by A. W. Ward in intro. to 
Ruth (New York, 1906) ,p.xvii. 



though, ~fter her ~~ll, Ruth ts never. allowed to be fully 

human. 

The Bront~ sisters were perhaps the first to admit 
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that women had pass.i.ons and desires as strong as the desires 

of men. In Wuthering ffe:ights (18471, Em.i.ly Bront~ infuses 

her heroine, Catherine Earnshaw, with as much power of emotion 

and intens'ity of feel.i.ng as Heathcliffe himself embodies. 

And Catherine is not merely the recipient of Heathcliffe's 

emotions: she is his alter-ego. The tie that binds them 

is a sense of identity--they are of the same spiritual essence. 

Emily Bront~ never condemns the lovers as her society would. 

She allows Catherine to reveal the depths of her love; no 

previous Victorian heroine was allowed to be as open about 

her feelings. 

Similarly, in Jane Eyre (1848}, Charlotte Bront~ draws 

a strong and passionate woman who is more than equal to her 

lover, Mr. Rochester. Jane is one in a long line of governesses 

in the nineteenth-century novel, and she shares their problems 

of displacement and social dispossession. However, "plain" 

Jane does not submit to her insecure position in any household; 

within her limited powers, she attempts to make her own way in 

the world. She rebels against Mrs. Reed's victimization; she 

insists upon equality with Rochester and rejects St. John 

Rivers because of the strangling hold he would have assumed 

over her. Even so by the end of the novel Jane has approached 

the Victorian ideal of the saintly woman since she denies 

worldly concerns and emphasizes spiritual fulfillment, though 

the union that she and Rochester achieve is not entirely 

spiritual, as Jane admits: "No woman was ever nearer to her 

mate than I am: ever more absolutely bone of his bone, and 

flesh of his flesh."S Charlotte Bront~ has allowed her heroine 

to make her own choices; Jane is not a passive victim of the 

men in her life. And Jane Eyre is one of the first Victorian 

5Bront~, p. 



herotnes to express her di~;;:;;a.tt.s;fa.ct.:j..on with her lot, as my 

opening quotation clearly shows. 

George Eliot also recognizes how necessary it is that 

women find fulfillment and how difficult it is to attain in 

Victorian society. In Adam Bede (18591, the two women, Dinah 

Morris and Hetty Sorrel, are diametrically opposite and because 

they are such extremes, they lack credibility. Hetty Sorrel 

is the stereotyped "vain" woman, neglecting the nourishment 

of her soul in order to increase an admiration for her external 

beauty. Because she is so susceptible to flattery, she is 

led astray by another Steerforth-like seduc::er, Arthur Donnithorne. 

George Eliot cannot allow her "sinH to go unpunished; sympath

etic as she might be to Hetty's plight, she forbids Hetty 

re-entry into the community. On the other hand, Dinah Morris 

is fully integrated into the community because she is its 

virtual saviour or saint. She follows the Agnes-Esther-Lizzie 

tradition of the angelic woman and so she is also too good, 

too virtuous, too merciful to be wholly believable. She fits 

the mold of the standard Victorian heroine too closely; she is 

never capable of displaying actual human faults or feelings. 

Despite the one-dimensional portrayal of these two women, George 

Eliot is still able to show how their society prevents them 

from fulfilling their respective goals. Hetty longs to escape 

the farm and the work she sees as drudgery, for more exciting 

places; Dinah wants to do some concrete work to better her 

community. ~!!g\Pl~\Ter, Hetty dies an outcast and Dinah is not 

allowed to preach because "Conference had forbid the women 

preaching, and she's given it up, all but talking to the people 

a bit in their houses u6 • Her mission in life, therefore, is now 

to be a good wife and mother. 

George Eliot's portrayal of Dorothea Brooke in Middlemarch 

(1872), still adheres, to a certain extent, to that of the 

traditional victorian heroine but here Eliot has infused a 

6George Eliot, Adam Bede (New York, 1961), p. 506, 



depth and credtbiltty into Dorothea that are lacking in 

Dinah. Eliot outlines i.n her Prelude to M.iddlema"rch the 

problems of a S"aint There::ra, such as' Dorothea, born not 

ahead of her time, but out of her time: 

9 

Many Theres"as have been born who found for themselves no epic 
life wherein there was a constant unfolding of far-resonant 
action; perhaps only a life of mistakes, the off-spring of a 
certain spiritual grandeur ill-matched with the meanness of 
opportunity •... With dim lights and tangled circumstance they 
tried to shape their thought and deed in noble agreement; 
but after all, to cornmon eyes their struggles seemed mere in
consistency and formlessness; for these later-born Theresas 
were helped by no coherent social faith and order which could 
perform the function of knowledge for the ardently willing 
soul. 7 

Here Eliot is reiterating Jane Eyre's complaint: that 
-"" 

an intelligent, capable-wOman, perhaps ap6t:ehtTal saint, is 
"e" 

unable to find fulfillment because of the role her society 

imposes upon her. However, what Dorothea must learn is to 

reconcile her other-worldliness with her necessary, inescapable 

worldliness, for, as good as her intentions may be, they will 

not succeed if they are impractical. She is myopic not only 

physically but also in the sense that she cannot see that 

personal relations are as important as her visionary schemes. 

She must corne to realize that human emotions and desires are 

vital, controlling elements, not to be supplanted by spiritual 

yearnings. The body must be as well satisfied as the mind. 

Yet, as discreet as Eliot is in dealing with Dorothea's passions 

and desires, there is a sense that she is moved by them. 

Therefore, although Dorothea is a good character, she is 

rounded, and not flat in presentation.as Agnes, Esther, Lizzie, 

Ruth or Dinah are. Eliot has succeeded in developing the 

psychology of a 'good' character so that she becomes a credible 

human being and not simply an allegorical figure. 

Rosamond Vincy serves almost as a foil for Dorothea in 

Middlemarch. She is a development from Hetty Sorrel and 

7George Eliot, Middlemarch (Cambridge, Mass., 1956),p.3. 



anotfLer "v a,in II WOman ,out 1?he h.as be.en gtven a.dditiona.l 

dimensions'. Adm.tttedly slie .ts a s-elf.t1?h., egotistical creature 

who longs to be different from thos:e around her, yet Eliot 

manages to evoke almost as much pity as disgust for her because 

of the nature of her position. In a sense, she is another Dora 

or another Bella Wilfer, pampered and protected to an excess, 

given no s'ense of responsibility by her fam:t.ly. Thus I she can 

hardly be expected to display maturity and force of character 

after her upbringing in a world of false refinement. 

In her novels'. George Eliot presents two aspects of 

female nature: vanity and goodness, usually embodied in two 

different characters. Sometimes these characters approach the 

Victorian stereotype but in Middlemarch, they become sympatheti

cally real people. Yet George Eliot often is too discreet in 

dealing with them; their sexuality is alluded to but never \ 

openly discussed. And her virtuous herotp.e, .. :is:.saintly. 

This i q where Thomas Hardy marks an interesting further 

development in the presentc;ttion of the heroine in the nineteenth

century novel. Certainly he is indebted to his predecessors 

for creating a serious and significant exploration of female 

nature. However, he seems to have avoided the angel-harlot 

dichotomy and his heroines are not necessarily saints.' Their 
~> -,.-

flaws arema~~ abundantly clear from the beginning and many 

of his heroines are susceptible to vanity. Many of them are 

enigmas: it is often unclear whether they have more destructive 

or constructive effects in terms of the novels in which they 

appear. In the tradition of the Bront~s, Hardy also instils 

power_of feeling and passion in his heroines. Often they are 

more interesting and powerful figures than the men in his 

novels becc)'use ,-their personalities pose more challenging 

questions. 

-'-~It is important to realize that Hardy"s heroines are 

imperfect and never do they attain the level of perfection 

that many Victorian heroines exhibit. This is partly what 



~akes them human andgi:ves them hones.t and vital d.t:mensio.ns. 

HAnd i.t waS: the touch of the t.mperfect up~n the would-be 

perfect that gave the sweetness', because it was that which 

gave the humanity. 118 

At times, Hardy does create a female stereotype of his 

own, as will be discussed later, but overall he makes 

important advances in pres.enting women as fulJ,.rQUuded 

individuals in their own right. Also he makes it increasingly 
., .. 

apparent how male-centred Victorian society stifles adequate 

personal fulfillment for women. This problem was discussed 

by the Bpont~s and George Eliot and Hardy discusses it further: 

in his novels, society proves to be an even more destructive 

force than it was in many earlier Victorian novels. 

8 Thomas Hardy, Tess of the d'Dbervilles [London, 
1957), pp. 174-175. 
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CH..A,~TER TW,O: THE EARLY: HE;R.OJ;NES 

ffardy-~$: handling of Fancy Day', Elfride Swancourt and 

Ba. thsheba Everdene in: Under 'the Greenwo'od Tr'ee (1872 I , 

A Pair of Blue Eyes' (18731, and 'Far from the Madding Crowd 

(18741, anticipates nis treatment of the heroines in his 

later novels. The elements that can be seen first in Fancy, 

then in Elfride and finally in Bathsheba are later developed 

and enlarged upon in characters such as Grace Melbury, 

Eustacia Vye, Tess,and Sue Bridehead. Already in the creation 

of these early heroines, Hardy veers away from previous modes 

of female characterization in nineteenth-century fiction. 

Hardy seeks to portray his female characters as realistic 

women with human flaws and imperfections, as well as endowing 

them with considerable charm and fascination. He does not 

try'~ to present his he.roines as potential saints; he stresses 

this point in answer to criticism of his portrayal of 

Bathsheba: 

r myself, r must confess, have no great liking for the 
perfect woman of fiction .... The majority of women are quite 
worthy enough in nature to satisfy any reasonable being, 
but r venture to think that they too frequently do not 
exhibit that nature truly and simply ...• r had an idea that 
Bathsheba, with all her errors, was not devoid of honesty 
of this kind; it is however a point for readers to decide. 
r must add that no satire on the sex is intended in any 
case by the imperfections of my heroines. l 

Perhaps the chief imperfection of his heroines lies 

in their capr~<::iousnes,s, which is common to all of them; and 

lQuoted by Carl J. Weber, Hardy of Wessex (New York, 
1965) 'f.94. Hereafter cited as Weber. 
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Hardy increas.i:ngly develop:;:; th..e social and personal implica

tions of this charactert.s·tic. 

Although the women in Rardy-{s: novels provide a central 

focus, or a source of interest and mys.tery, they also often 

emerge as disruptive elements' in a closely-knd.:t community. 

However, this is not to say that Hardy views women as generally 

destructive, as Samuel C. Chew suggests: 

On the whole, however, Hardy·s attitude towards women is 
unfavourable; his opinion of them is bitter. They have many 
good qualities of heart, but they are fickle and vain, insincere,. 
conscienceless, and seductive. Almost all are passionate, 
and passion leads invariably to grief. The Bront~ sisters 
and George Eliot had led the way away from the Rowenas and 
Doras and Amelias of earlier fiction. 2 

Because Hardy is able to describe flaws in his heroines 

does not mean that his "attitude towards women is unfavourable." 

On the contrary, F: he recognizes that'll).! women often find 

themselves in untenable positions whi8h influence their some-

times erratic behaviour. It is often as much the fault of 

the men in their lives that they are unable to attain proper 

and fulfilling relationships. Hardy's women live in a male-

centred society which does not permit them complete and honest 

self-expression~ 

In Hardy's second novel, Under the Greenwood Tree, the 

heroine, Fancy Day, has many of the qualities we find in 

Hardy's later heroines. To begin with, she is certainly a 

disruptive element in her community. As an attractive, 

educated woman, she is immediately considered as an excellent 

133. 
2Thomas Hardy: Poet and Novelist (New York, 1928) ,p_ 
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prospective wt,fe: "Mis$c ;F.;tncy Day; a,s neat a, 1t.tt1e ftgure 

of fun as' ever I' s'ee, and jus·t husIla,nd-bigh. ,,3 It is, her 

eligibility which ftrst ca.uses· a.ll the problems in the 

novel: three men, Farmer SfLiner, Dick Dewey and Parson 

Maybold ha.ve tile same tntentions toward her. And all three 

men hold different attractions for Fancy. Mr. Shiner has 

wealth and property; Dick has a charming innocence and honesty 

and Parson Maybold has culture and education. Of course, the 

ideal mate for Fancy would embody all these characteristics 

but because of the impossibility of this, she is forced to 

choose among her prospective partners. 

The courting of Fancy first takes place at a communal 

event--the country dance. She appears to be the passive 

reclpiehi of her two admiring partners' attentions, with 

either Mr. Shiner or Dick Dewey attempting to monopolize 

her time completely. But, as Hardy reminds the reader: 

"Flexibility was her first characteristic" (p. 53) and Fancy 

exhibits no partiality towards either man; she keeps them 

both guessing. This is the game she continues to play, 

causing minor upheaval in the community. Because Mr. Shiner 

and even Parson Maybold wish to hear her play the church 

organ, the Mellstock choir is ousted. The members of the 

choir do not seem to think that Fancy is innocent of blame 

in this affair: 

'If that young figure of fun--Fanc~ Day, I mean,' said 

25. Page 
after all 

3Thomas Hardy, Under the Greenwood Tree (London,1971) ,p, 
references to this text will be given in brackets 
subsequent quotations. 
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Bowma.n, ~ hadn't been §;Qn!.t.9hty ;f;o;t;wa.rd wt.' 8:hQwl.ng herself 
off to Shi:.ner a.nd Dick a.nd the ;r;el;>:t, ':ttl;i'my' belief we should 
never ha' left the galle.r:~f. ~ 

'Tis~ my' lJeli.ef that though. Shiner fixed the bullets, 
the parson made 'em, I. said Mr. Penny-. "My' w:tfe stick to it 
that he's in love wi '. her. ~ . 

'That's a thing we shall never know. r can't onriddle 
her, hohow.' (p. 951 

The v:tllage rustics see the real, capricious Fancy Day 

far more clearly than does Dick Dewey. He. idealizes his 

"ang,%" (p. 69) and credits her with an "airy-fairy nature" 

(p. l02) which Fancy is fully aware of. However, he soon 

begins to realize that his idol has feet of clay. His aware-

ness of her vanity and fickleness comes to a climax on the 

nutting day and Dick cynically muses: "What she loves best in 

the world ... is her hair and complexion. What she loves next 

best, myself, perhaps!" (p. 146) Fancy finally senses Dick's 

disgust and her danger of losing him and she quickly changes 

her tune. They now seem destined "to live happily ever after" 

but a new temptation isthtown in front of Fancy. It is the 

temptation that some of Hardy's later heroines fall prey to: 

Parson Maybold, who can offer an escape from the rural 

surroundings that Hardy's women sometimes feel trapped in. 

His offer is one of material wealth and cultivated society: 

Of course we would not live here, Fancy. I have had for a 
long time the offer of an exchange of livings with a friend 
in Yorkshire •... There we would go. Your musical powers shall 
be further developed; you shall have anything, Fancy, anything 
to make you happy--pony-carriage, flowers, birds, pleasant 
society; yes, you have enough in you for any society, after a 
few months of travel with me! (p. 178) 
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At f.txl?:t, the offer .:l.S, too. good fo;r;- J;a,ncy to ;r;-es"ist. 

Other later heroines' s'ucIL a,s Ba,tIisheba, Grace Melbury, Eustacia 

Vye and even Tes'S, respond a,ffirma,ti:.vely- to tILe s'ame kind of 

plea and get into trouble as: a consequence. Hardy later seems 

to~~~~y that suchWQ,men should not be taken out of, :t.heir 

familiar environments, their home commun~,ties, as a~tractive 

as a cultivate<:1, life seems tope. The grass there always 

seems greener, but it rarely is. For Hardy, CUltivated life 

represents an infringement on rural life; its industrial and 

technical aspects rapidly destroy rural harmony. Fancy brings 

this complexity to Mellstock in a tangible form: the music 

she is asked to produce does not find favour with the community 

for: 

whether from prejudice or unbiased judgment, the venerable 
body of musicians could not help thinking that the simpler 
notes they had been wont to bring forth were more in keeping 
with the simplicity of their old church than the c~wded chords 
and interludes it was her pleasure to produce. (p. 173) 

Her culture and learning acquired in the city are. evidently 

out of keeping with rural simplicity. And this conflict 

within Fancy, in some ways, represents the central conflict 

of the book: the old vs. the new, the rural vs. the urban. 

By the end of the novel, Fancy chooses rural rather than 

urban life. Although the novel ends in a marriage, there is 

more than a suggestion that Dick and Fancy will not live 

happily ever after, as D. H. Lawrence also suggests: 

After a brief excursion from the beaten track in the 
pursuit of social ambition and satisfaction of the imagination, 
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figured by me Clergyman,J;ancYrthe li,ttle $chQol-m.istress, 
returns to Dick.,renQunces ima,gi:nation, a,nd settles down to 
steady, soltd, phys:ically sa,trs;eactory' -mar:ried life, and all 
is as it should be. But Fancy will carry in her heart all 
her life many unopened buds' tIiat will die unflowe:red: and 
Dick will probably- nave a bad time of it. 4 

It is never completely clear that the pars'on can offer "satis-

faction of the imagination n for Fancy or that Fancy-'s "imagin-

ation" extends beyond social ambition. Nevertheless, Fancy 

seems to have made the "right" final choice as far as the 

readers' sympathies are concerned. She chooses the traditional 

community and Hardy stresses this. But it is definitely clear 

that their relationship is not perfectly open and honest. 

The book ends with Dick emphasizing the value of honesty 

in their relationship--"We'll have no secrets from each other, 

darling, will we ever?" (p. 203} while Fanc¥- is thinking "of a 

secret she would never tell." (p. 204) This example of dis-

honesty in Fancy supports Parson Maybold's observation that she 

"was less an angeili than a woman". (p. 181) Because she is a 

credible woman, she will continue to have her faults: capricious 

whims and self-indulgence. 

Fancy is one of the first in a long line of indecisive 

females in Hardy's fiction who can never be completely honest 

with their lovers, as F. R. Southerington points out: 

Her coquettishness, which she acknowledges and to some extent 
delights in, is a potentially subversive fo:rce, and in this 
and her possession of a secret which she is reluctant to 
reveal she foresha~ows the later heroines. 5 

4D. H. Lawrence, "Study of Thomas Hardy", in Anthony 
Beal, ed. Selected Literary Criticism of ..• (New York, 1966) ;p. 
169. Hereafter cited as Lawrence. 

5Hardy's Vision of Man (London, 1971) ,p.47. Hereafter 
cited as Southerington. 

, , 
f 

:' 
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Elfrlde Swa,ncourt t.n 'A. J?9,i;L o~ Blue Eye8, i~, much, l.tke 

~anc¥' Day: accompltslLed and ,tntell,tgent hut also vain and 

capricIous.'. She is: the next ner0.t,ne who is forced to choose 

between three men whQ are opposi,te to each other In many vlays. 

Again there is a conflict oetween the urban, cultured man, 

Mr. Knight, and the s'incere, simple rural man, Stephen Smith, 

and the man of wealth and influence, Lord Luxellian. However, 

in A Pair of Blue Eyes, there is an increa$ed complexity in 

the presentation of the novelts relationships, mainly because 

the men are more fully drawn than they were in Under the Green-

wood Tree. Also, Elfride's harbouring of a secret proves to 

be more disastrous than Fancy's similar reticence. 

She first falls in love with young Stephen Smith and she 

discovers the power of her feminine wiles along with lIa liking 

to attract him. 116 The implication is that she loves him more 

for the control she can hold over him than for what Stephen is 

in himself. She is susceptible to what Hardy calls "woman's 

ruling passion--to fascinate and influence those more powerful 

than she." (p. 215) Theirs is a Fancy-Dick relationship: as 

Fancy played with Dick's emotions, Elfride tantalizes Stephen. 

She makes a trip with him to London to get married on the sly, 

then changes her mind at the last possible moment and returns 

home. Stephen idolizes Elfride as much as Dick first idolizes 

Fancy. Also, in the same way that Fancy's father first object-

ed to Dick because of his poorer station, Mr. Swancourt objects 

6Thomas Hardy, A Pair of Blue Eyes (London, 1920) ,po 45. 
Page references to this text will be given in brackets after all 
subsequent quotations. 
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to Elfride ma.rryi:ng S.tephen. They both-want "gentlemen" 

or ~ji:l;lrts,tocra ts- a.s husba.nds for thei.r da.ughters. 

After Stephen is temporarily' but somewhat conveniently 

removed from the scene by being shipped off to India, Henry 

Knight is presented as an a.lternative lover. Because he is 

a completely different ktnd of man.--cynical, independent, 

cultured and confident--the nature of his relationship with 

Elfride I'), a~<iiiK\l~5cxtfrJ8[c'fay. Elfride no longer holds the 

upper hand, she is subjected by the intelligence and confidence 

of Knight: 

Elfride's docile devotion to Knight was now its own enemy. 
Clinging to him so dependently, she taught him in time to 
presume upon that devotion--a lesson men are not slow to 
learn. A slight rebelliousness occasionally would have 
done him no harm, and would have been a world of advantage 
to her. But she idolized him, and was proud to be his bond
servant. (p. 349) 

Knight is another man from the "city" who has come into the 

rural environment and he completely wins over the naIve 

country girl: the allure of what he represents is too great 

for Elfride. However, when Knight becomes suspicious about 

Elfride's earlier love affairs, she begins to lie more and 

more in order to protect herself. Despite his liberal 

attitudes, Knight cannot accept anything but an untouched 

and "unseen flower" (p. 333) a virgin who is as inexperienced 

as he is. When he does find out what he thinks is the truth, 

he refuses to marry her. As Southerington points out: "Knight 

~ .. is obviliously a first draft for Angel Clare, and in his 
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i.dealisa tion Of hi$ own drea1t).s., and hi$ refu$al to accept 

Elfride when she falls below' his .ideal, he bears more respons

ibility than any other fi.gure 'l . 7 Elfride loses both Smith 

and Knight and marries the local ari.stocrat, Lord Luxellian. 

But she is not allowed to li.ve happily ever after; she dies 

about a year later. 

Elfride is denied a satisfactory relationship partly 

because of her own indecisiveness and hedging, and partly 

because the men in her life are auilty of never seeing beyond 

their romantic visions of Elfride. True, she plays up to 

their expectations, but they are never able to view her as a 

full and rounded woman with as many faults as charms. As 

Michael Millgate argues: 

It is Elfride's misfortune, like that of later Hardy heroines, 
to be failed by all the men on whom she depends, from her 
insensitive and egotistical father onwards. Neither Stephen 
nor Knight, in fact, wants Elfride for herself, or even (to 
adapt Yeats) for her light-brown hair. Each seeks an adjunct 
to his own personality: Stephen a queen, Knight a maiden 
of spotless purity.8 

The next flirtatious and vain heroine is Bathsheba Ever-

dene in Far from the Madding Crowd. This novel is usually 

considered the first of Hardy's major novels and this is 

partly because the characters reveal added dimensions and depth 

when compared to the characters in the earlier novels. Bath-

sheba is the first Hardy heroine to try to stand on her own 

feet in a man-centred world. Even though Fancy and Elfride 

7Southerington, p. 53. 

8Thomas Hardy: His Career as a Novelist (New York, 
1971) ,p76. Hereafter cited as Millgate. 
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h~d thetr own caree~~ tn a. $en$e~-r~ncx as a te~cher, Elfride 

as' a writer~-they' were both dependent on the;i:r fathers for 

support. However, B~thsheb~ is forced to exist on her own, 

using her intelligence and wits. But this does not prevent 

her from also becoming entangled with three different men, 

and ultimately she becomes entirely dependent on one of them. 

From the beginning, Bathsheba is also characterized by 

her vanity. Yet, just as Fancy or Elfride were not to be 

entirely condemned for this trait, Bathsheba is also not 

meant to be wholly censured; that is, as long as she does 

not toy with others simply to feed her vanity. Bathsheba 

eventually evolves into a more fully realized character than 

the earlier two heroines, she becomes something more than a 

"flirt". Yet it seems that while Bathsheba is cured of her 
.0- - •• 

vanit¥- by the end of the novel, she is also robbed of her 

former vitality, energy and independence. 

Initially, she is proud of her independence and wants to 

avoid any binding emotional ties. "Nobody has got me yet as 

a sweetheart, instead of my having a dozen, as my aunt said; 

I hate to be thought men's property in that way, though 

possibly I shall be had some day.,,9 But already she seems 

resigned to the fact that she cannot remain her own woman, 

as the last part of her statement shows. And as she admits 

to Gabriel Oak, her first suitor, as a final discouragement: 

lilt wouldn't do, Mr. Oak. I want somebody to tame me; I am 

9Thomas Hardy, Far from the Madding Crowd (London, 
1971), p. 38. Page references to this text will be given in 
brackets after all subsequent quotations. 

.~ 
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tOQ inde.penden t; and you would neye;r;- be. ab Ie. to, I. know." 

(p. 411 When Ba tlis'heoa lias pe.en "tame.d" oy the other men 

in her life, then she. acce.pt~ Gabriel Oak. 

Bathsheoa's taming process is a hard fought battle. 
----.-~ ---.-.- -.- -.'" -_. -'.-." . . -.-.. -", ."" .... 

The battle begins with her taking over her uncle's farm and 

assuming the duties it entails wholly on her own, after being 

forced to dismiss the pilfering bailiff. But, despite her 

pos.ition in a man's world, she is not able to control her 

seemingly inherent female vanity. Piqued at the neglect of 

Farmer Boldwood, Bathsheba sets out to capture his attention. 

However, she has no idea how serious a game she is playing: 

it proves to have more serious consequences for her and 

others than did Fancy's or Elfride's behaviour. Again, 

Hardy seems convinced of "woman I s ruling passion--tb fascin.9-te 
,.-.~ ..... ~ -"--"--~-"" .... -~.... -'--'~ ... ,,' . 

and influence ... ~l?:~l3~. morep'<?::v_~:.-f:u_l,:than she. II 
___ ~ .• ___ ~~_ ... ~_. ~..., .• r· 

(A Pair of Blue 

Eyes, p. 45) As Richard C. Carpenter points out: "Bathsheba -, 
~ 

wants at once to queen it over a man and to be dominated by ; ~ 

him, a paradox which lies at the heart of Hardy's capricious 

heroines. 1110 This paradox will occur again and again in 

Hardy's heroines. Rather than try to explain it though, Hardy 

merely recognizes its importance and attempts to examine its 

consequences. 

UnfortunatelYrfor Boldwood, he is entirely too susceptible 

to Bathsheba's charms. Having contained himself for so long, 

he can no longer control the sudden unleashing of his passions. 

10Thomas Hardy, (New York, 1964), p. 90. Hereafter 
cited as Carpenter. 
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It is to Bathsheha~~ credit that ~lLe a,t ;/:;irst tr.ies not to 

encourage him. Hardy recognizes her recklessness and her 

excessive vanity, but lie also acknowledges that she refuses 

to exploit another man's emotions merely to satisfy herself. 

He suggests' that she is f lirta tious and vain almos t despite 

herself: 

Bathsheba was no schemer for marriage, nor was she deliberate
ly a trifler with the affections of men, and a censor's exper
ience on seeing an actual flirt after observing her would have 
been a feeling of surprise that Bathsheba could be so different 
from such a one, and yet so like what a flirt is supposed to 
be. (p. l41} 

Boldwood almost wins Bathsheba's hand, but he is supplant

ed by Serj-eant Troy. As passionate as Boldwood is, he is 

never aggressive or clever enough in his courting. He is 

another man who would never be able to IItame" her; apparently 

he is too honest oand not enoughtof a flatterer: "It was a 

fatal omission of Boldwood's that he had never once told her 

that she was beautiful. 1I (p. 186) He too, like Knight, is 

Bathsheba, as she knows she can never live up to his ideal. 

The IItaming" of Bathsheba seems to require a man such as 

Troy. He is ruthless but charming, arrogant but attractive, 

and has the advantages of being lIan educated manll and "well 

born". (p. 214) Although his personality alone is winning, he 

is another man from the city whose background and urban 
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Bathsheba. And for the fixst trme .tn HardY" s novels, there 
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is a strong suggestion of sexual a.ttraction between man and 

woman. Previously the display of feelings described between 

lovers s'eemed quite innocent, following the lines of conven

tional courtship rather than suggesting sexual arousal. The 

imagery and description of the first meetings between Bathsheba 

and Troy indicate that sexual attraction is the basis of their 

relationship and of the power that Troy holds over Bathsheba. 

Their first contact, described in the chapter, liThe Fir 

Plantation" is physical, with Troy first establishing their 

sexual nature: "-'Are you a woman'? .. 1 am a man. ,II (p. 182) 

Then Troy is immediately associated with light, seeming to 

outshine everything: "The man to whom she was hooked was 

brill.~~J?t inJ::>,I.79.-ss and. E;caxlet. II (p. 182) This imagery of 

light symbolizes the power of Troy" s personality, which is 

supported by his actions. He manages to entrap the folds of 

Bathsheba's dress so that she is helpless to escape, and then 

he begins to win her over by his flattery. From then on, 

Troy stands out visually in the novel, dressed in his scarlet 

clothes and disassociated from the rural background. It is 

this disassociation that is part of his allure: like Parson 

Maybold and Mr. Knight he brings an offer of excitement from 

outside the rural environment. 

The scene in "The Hollow amid the Ferns" further empha-
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sizes tQe sexua,l nature of TrOY'~$ a,nd Ba, thsheb a , s ;r:ela,tion-

shi:.p. The sexual symbolism of the cIiaj?ter has been discussed 

by s'everal liardy critics~l"Thls is another ritualistic or 
~ ________ ~_~_" .J_._. _~._. _ ~ . . ., . "" ... --- -~,.,. 

ceremonial scene, like the dance scene in Under the Greenwood 

Tree which serves to define the lovers' intentions. Troy 

manages to fascinate and subjugate Bathsheba through his 

sword handling skill, leaving her "powerless to withstand or 

deny him." (p. 210) lie is the first man who has been able 

to dominate or master her. And in the same way that Elfride 

sacrifieed her individuality and self-assertion to Knight, 

Bathsheba prostrates herself before Troy: 

Bathsheba loved Troy in the way that only self-reliant women 
love when they abandon their self-reliance. When a strong 
woman recklessly throws away her strength she is worse than 
a weak woman who has never had any strenghlllhto throwaway. 
(p. 211) 

Finally, when Bathsheba has been reduced, "taking no 

further interest in herself as a splendid woman" Cpo 361), 

and the two most passionate suitors have been killed, she 

turns to Gabriel Oak. Throughout the novel Gabriel has been 

her best friend and protector, and she ultimately decides to 

come completely under his shield, as perhaps her only final 

alternative. It is evident that she is not the same woman 

that she was at the beginning: she no longer wants a wedding 

in order to show off, she dresses plainly and "she never 

laughed readily now." (p. 445) Certainly lithe taming process" 

has been complete; it is more than just a matter of her 

IlSee Carpenter, pp. 89-90 and J. I. M. Stewart, 
Thomas Hardy (London, 19711'r.~5-86. liereafter cited as Stewart. 
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growing and matu:r;ing to ;r;ea.l.tze tJia,t her l?roper place is with 

Gabriel. As in Under ·the: ·~r·eenwood?T;t:'ee f this novel ends with 

the heroine marry-ing the good, hones·t, solid country man; but 

in neither case is there a completely satisfactory marriage. 

Although Lawrence is somewhat too simple when he says: "Enter 

the good, steady Gabriel, who marries Bathsheba because he 

will make her a good husband, and the flower of imaginative 

first love is dead for her with Troy's scorn of her.1I (p. 170), 

Hardy does make it clear that the nature of their relationship 

is based on friendship rather than love. IIThey spoke very 

little of their mutual feelings; pretty phrases and war~ 

expressions being probably unnecessary between such tried 

friends. II (p. 439) Bathsheba no longer waats to manage on 

her own; it has proved too difficult. IIShe was bewildered too 

by the prospect of having to rely on her own resources agamn: 

it seemed to herse·lf that she never could again acquire energy 

sufficient to go to market, barter, and sell." (p. 435) 

Therefore she turns to Gabriel and depends upon him. Even 

though Bathsheba may gain a comfortable, secure life with 

Gabriel, originally this was not what she was looking for. 

But she no longer wants the challenges of an independent, 

spontaneous life so she welcomes security. 

From an examination of these three early heroines, a 

certain pattern emerges which helps to define the typical 
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Hardy heroine. :Ln. fact, ,tt ~ee;rI\~, thqt,to a certai,n extent, 

Hardy has replaced an earlier vtctor,tan steJ:'~otype with a 

new one--the giddy fl,trt. Rts early heroine is i.ntelligent 

and well-read but she usually finds herself in rural situations 

where her learning i.s not particularly applicable, or at least 

.~ she has difficulty .sharing her accomplishments. She usually 

proves to be a disruptive element in the community because of 

her capriciousness. As early as 1881, Charles Kegan Paul could 

offer "the following generalization about Hardy's women: 

They are all charming; they are all flirts from their cradle; 
they are all in love with more than one man at once; they 
seldom, if they,marry at all, marry the right man; and while 
well conducted for the most part, are somewhat lacking in 
moral sense, and have only rudimentary souls. 12 

Although the validity of the latter part of his statement is 

questionable, Mr. Paul does sum up generally the essence of 

Hardy's new stereotype. 

Hardy seems particularly concerned with the element of 

capriciousness in his women and how they are able to fall in 

love with more than one man. These three heroines--Fancy, 

Elfride and Bathsheba--are all offered three different suitors. 

There are the rural courters--Dick Dewey, Stephen Smith, 

Gabriel Oak--who are invariably good, solid characters but 

who seem to lack some innate qualities necessary to attract or 

captivate a woman. Then there are those men--Mr. Shiner, 

Lord Luxellian, Farmer Boldwood--who seem to make inroads only 

through their persistence in courting. And finally there is 

l2Quoted by Millgate, pp. 320-321. 
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the cultiVated man, usually" h'rc;>m the. city,"'":-J?arson ,Maybold, 

Khight, Troy--who poses sometimes trres'tible temptation 

because of the excitement and escape he can offer. It is 

thi.s allure which is fascinating to the women, more than 

these men's actual characters. However, in Far from the 

Madding Crowd, Hardy has introduced a new element into this 

third type of man--the element of sexual aggressiveness. It 
~, ___ .-_ .__ . _ ___ ._J. _ .. . _. . • .. _ . _ _ . '. . 

becomes increasingly apparent in Hardy's later novels that 
. - -, -',". ,'.'. -- , '"' ...... 

the$e~1:lallyaggressive mancon,sistently wins over the hero-

ine)frequently frustratin~the hqpes, ot .c;tmore12assive man. 
"'-. , ~. A._ _ _, - _ • 

This seems to happen because these aggressive men unleash the 

women's underlying passions which would otherwise be held in 

check. 

The women's underlying e~xuality also seems to manifest 

itself in their displays of vanity and flirtatiousness. 

Hardy admits the women's desires to attract and thus their 

concern with their appearance. And to flirt with a man seems 

to be one of the only ways to gain power over him. These 

aspects of female nature are developed in Hardy's later 

novels and he continues to examine this aspect of the 

female predicament: sexuality is often seen as a woman's 

only source of power over a man. 



CHA.l?TER. THREE : THE WOOULJ\NDER,S 

Although The Wo'cidl'atiders' (18871 wa.s' published thirteen 

years after Far' 'f'r'om ·t:n.eMadditig· Cx'owd (.18741, with several 

other novels' intervening between the two, its sty'le and 

vision are clos'e to the earlier novels just discussed. After 

the publication of' Fa":!::' 'fr'om the Madding Crowd, there is the 

indication in The Ear'lyIitfe of Thomas Hardy that Hardy planned 

to continue his novel writing with The Woodlanders: 

Criticism like this [on Far from the Madding Crowd] influenced 
him to put aside a woodland story he had thought of (which 
later took shape in The Woodlanders), and make a plunge in a 
new and untried direction. i 

Many of the same themes are evident in The Woodlanders that 

we find in the earlier novels; Hardy seems to have returned 

to the nold direction". In The Woodlanders, there is a decided-

ly rural setting with the same evocation of a closely-knit 

community that predominates in Under the Greenwood Tree and 

Far from the Madding Crowd. Little threat is felt from the 

city; those characters like Mrs. Charmond and Fitzpiers, who 

embody the worst aspects of urban or CUltivated life, are 

ultimately ostracized by the rural community. And as F. B. 

Pinion notes: "To some extent, as the title-page quotation 

indicates, the novel is a tragic counterpart to Under the 

Greenwood Tree."2 The counterpart to Fancy, the cultured 

woman, is Grace Melbury;and she clearly makes the wrong choice 

cited as 
IFlorence Emily Hardy (London, 1928) ,p.135. 

F. E. Hardy, The Early Life. 

2A Hardy Compan±6.n (~ (London, 1968), p. 43. 

cited as Pinion. 

')0 

Hereafter 

Hereafter 
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of husband. 

Many of the elements of cha,ra,cte;r: and $'ituat.i..on found i.n 

the earlier heroI.nes are. gi..'Ven s-h.arper definition in 'The 

Wbbdlande:rs. Al though. Grace Melbury is the central heroi.ne, 

there are two other female characters who play important roles 

in the novel: Marty South and Felice Charmond. These latter 

two are diametrically OpposIte in character: Marty is definite-

ly an unspoiled chIld of nature while Mrs. Charmond is the 

seductive, worldly woman. The antithesIs between these two 

represents one aspect of the main theme of the novel and the 

main conflict within Grace: nature vs. civilization. This is 

the same conflict that Fancy, Elfride and Bathsheba experienced. 

Also, in the same way that these three women were attracted 

to diametrically opposite men: the rural man vs. the cultivated 

man, Grace is torn between the "unvarnished" Giles Winterbourne 

and the cUltivated Dr. Fitzpiers. J. I. M. Stewart sees not 

only these similarities, but also another one that further 

relates this book to Hardy's earlier novels: 

It is even possible to view the book as a sasting back to the 
modesty of nature exhibited in Under the Greenwood Tree; 
certainly it has even more of the greenwood to it, and it is 
again the story of a girl of simple background and some acquired 
sophistication poised indecisively between suitors of widely 
differing social pretension. But the two novels have a more 
radicalflfiffinity. They are both very little under the oppress
ion of Hardy's normally nagging cosmic overtones. 3 

These "nagging cosmic overtones" figure more predominantly in 

the novels to be discussed later. 

3Stewart, pp. 128-129. 
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TQe Woodla,nde;r;-:?-. i$. not one o~ ijp,rdy',s n10$.t success:ful 

novels and th.e.faul t seems to Ite partly" in hts portrayal of 

Grace and in the way Qe ultimately resolves' her dilemma. 

Hardy later seemed to reoognize thi:s shortcoming as he said 

that Grade: 

:rtever interested him much; he was provoked with her all along. 
If she would have done a really self~aDandoned, impassioned 
thing ... he could have made a fine tragic ending to the book, 
but she was too commonplace and s·traight-laced and he could 
not make her. 4 

One reason that Grace may seem to be so uninteresting is that 

she is so rarely allowed to act on her own free will. Every-

one around her--her father, Dr. Fitzpiers, Giles Winterbourne 

and Mrs. Charmond--seem5to have more influence over her life 

than she exerts herself. 

First of all, her father seems to be the person who 

chiefly shapes her destiny. He is responsible for sending 

her to the fashionable boarding school and promising her to 

Giles Winterbourne in order to make reparation for a past 

wrong to Winterbourne's father. It is his intention "to give 

her the best education he could afford, so as to make the 

gift as valuable a one as it lay in his power to bestow".5 

He seems to see Grace as an investment or a commodity to 

barter with as he begins to have doubts about the arrangement 

he has planned: 

'But since I have educated her so well, and so long, and so 
far above the level of the aa~ghters hereabout, it is wasting 
her to give her to a man of no higher standing than he.' (p. 21) 

4Stewart, p. 133, 

5Thomas Hardy, The Woodlanders (London, 1969)tJt21-22. 
Page references to this text will be given in brackets after 
all subsequent quotations. 
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Giles is appaJ:"ently- not "good" enoug-h,. .roa terially that i.s I 

for Melbury's daughter, i,n the samew.a.y that Dtck was regarded 

as not suitable for 'Fancy nor S'tephen weal thy enough for 

Elfride. The fathers, of these heroines all try to decide 

what is best for their daugh.ters without any' regard for their 

daughters' actual wis'hes. Grace is the first one to succumb 

willingly to her father's direction. 

Apparently s'chooling has had an even more detrimental 

effect on Grace than it had on either Fancy, Elfride or 

Bathsheba. Grace, at the beginning, is a snob, feeling her-

self superior to the rough and rural Giles Winterbourne: 

Cu-ittivation had so far advanced in the soil of Miss Melbury's 
mind as to lead her to talk of anything save of that she knew 
well, and had the greatest interest in developillng: herself. 
She had fallen from the good old Hintock ways. (p. 47) 

Her alienation has gone so far that Grace can no longer fit 

into the community of Little Hintock. She can feel at ease in 

the artificial company of Mrs. Charmond but she is unable to 

enter into the spirit of Giles' ChristmaB party. Even the 

dance, the important country ritual described in Under the 

Greenwood Tree, is now beneath her: "Grace had been away from 

home so long, and was so drilled in new dances, that she had 

forgotten the old figures, and hence did not join in the move-

ment." (p. 81l Kind-hearted as Mr. Melbury might have been 

in his intentions towards his daughter, wanting to raise her 

above the common,he does not realize that her roots in the 

community are really the most important element in her life. 
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It is thi.s rea,l.:j:za,tion th-at both. fa,ther a,nd d,aughter eventually 

come to. However, it is only after Grace encounters the. true 

superfi.ciality of the cultivated way of life as embodied in 

Mrs. Charmond and Dr. Pitzpiers', that thts realization comes 

about. 

The initial attraction of Fitzpiers', like the attraction 

of Maybold, Knight and Troy, is his foreign nature and his 

aristocratic background. But besides these attractions, Grace 

seems to be sexually attracted to him and it is this power, 

like Troy's,that wins her. Again, a ritual situation symbolic-

ally establishes the nature of the relationship between Grace 

and Fitzpiers--the midsummer Eve run through the woods--and it 

also reveals why Winterbourne fails in his courting of Grace; 

he is not aggressive enough. 

The scene is set up so that Fitzpiers supplants GileS\ 

position in order to intercept Grace: "Fitzpiers had quickly 

stepped forward in front of Winterbourne, who disdaining to 

shift his position had turned on his heel." (p. 153) This is 

typical of both men: Fitzpiers, like Troy, is the aggressor; 

Winterbourne, like Gabriel Oak, passively steps down. The 

description of Grace's capture further emphasizes the nature 

of the Fitzpiers-Grace relationship: 

Stretching out his arms as the white figure burst upon him he 
captured her in a moment, as if she had been a bird. 

'O'!' cried Grace in her fright. 
'You are in my arms, dearest, 'said Fitzpiersi I. and I am 

going to claim you, and keep you there all our two lives!' 
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She res.ted on him, li.ke one utterlx- ma,s.teredi and it was 
several seconds before she recovered from this' helplessness. 
(p. 1531 

It is' clear that Fitzpiers: immed.t:ately ass'umes control over 

Grace and although it flusters and frightens her, "it had 

been enough; new relations be.tween them had begun". (p. l54) 

From then on, he continues to disJb.urb and influence Grace 

because of the feelings he arouses in her: 

That Fitzpiers acted upon her like a dram, exciting her, 
throwing her into a novel atmosphere which biassed her doings 
until the influence was over, when she felt something of the 
nature of regret for the mood she had experienced--could not 
be told to this worthy couple in words. (p. 164) 

Fitzpiers, himself, never seems to be fully aware of 

his power; he seems to accept women and their fascination 

with him as a natural course of events. And one woman is 

just as attractive as the next to him as his experiences with 

Suke Damson, then Grace and then Mrs. Charmond, illustrate. 

He even admits his fickleness to Winterbourne: 

'Human love is a SUbjective thing ... it is joy accompanied by 
an idea which we project against any suitable object in the 
line of our vision, just as the rainbow iris is projected against 
an oak, ash, or elm tree indifferently. So that if any young 
lady had appeared instead of the one who did appear, I should 
have felt just the same interest in her ..•. ' (p. 122) 

He is also .auilty of the same shortcoming that many of the 

men in Hardy's novels are: he unfairly idealizes a woman to 

match his conception of her. Of course, the real woman inevit-

ably disappoints him. In Chapter XVII Hardy defails the 

imaginative process that men like Fitzpiers go through, ideally 

building up a woman to suit their dreams. The real woman is 
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dismissed from thei.r thou9h.ta: "~nd at length the rustle of a 

woman's dres:s, the sound of her voice, or tf:Le transit of her 

form acrOS's the f;teld of his visj:.on, will kindle his soul with 

a flame that blinds' hi,s eyes. I' (p. 1291 In the next scene, 

Grace does appear to Fitzpiers as if ;tn a dream and he is as 

much excited by his "vision" as by the actual presence of 

Grace. 

Once the novelty' of Grace's charm wears off, Fitzpiers 

succumbs to the fascination of Mrs~ Charmond. As an artificial, 

vain woman, Mrs. Charmond represents one side of Grace's nature. 

Grace always felt that Mrs. Charmond was the one woman in the 

community who shared her interests, culture and learning. 

However, as Grace moves towards self-awareness, she begins to 

realize Mrs. Charmond's superficiality. Fitzpiers does not 

acquire the same insight for it seems that Mrs. Charmond is 

irresistible to most men. She especially appeals to Fitzpiers' 

theatrical nature as everything about her seems to be an act or 

facade. She buys Marty South's hair for a wig and this later 

proves to be her undoing with Fitzpiers. Every scene with 

Mrs. Charmond seems to be very carefully arranged by her to 

attain the maximum effect so that she will have a proper stage 

upon which to perform. In one of their first meetings "Fitzpiers 

was much surprised to find thatthe window curtains were closed 

and a red-shaded lamp and candles burning, though out of doors 

it was broad daylight." Cpo 204t Mrs. Charmond plays up to 

the scene, lamenting the boredom of her life. But the effect 
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of th.e room t.l? de.l?-tl;'Qye.d wh.en na,tural l:j:,ght i,$ a, 1 lowed tn and 

Ft.tzpiers "regre.tted tha.t Q8 ha.d Ulled tQe rosy passionate 

lamplight by opening tQe curtains and letting in the garish 

day." (p. 2061 Both Fitzpiers and Mrs. Charmond are bored 

with life since they cannot seen! to find a central interest 

in their lives nor a community that they can call home. It 

is this ennui that leads them to each other; the passions that 

they share bring s'ome excitement into their parched lives. 

Eventually they become s'o dQminated by passion that they 

abandon rationality. Hardy reveals that Mrs. Charmond, at 

one point: 

had never so clearly perceived till now that her soul was being 
slowly invaded by a delirium which had brought about all this; 
that she was losing judgment and dignity under it, becoming an 
animated impulse only, a passion incarnate. (p. 24l) 

And Fitzpiers is no better; in deserting his wife and his 

profession he receives the severest censure from the community 

for his weakness. 

Once Grace fully recogni~es the true pretension of the 

CUltivated life that Fitzpiers and Mrs. Charmond represent, 

she is able to return to her original nature. "The conscious-

ness of having to be genteel because of her husband's profession, 

the veneer of artificiality which she had acquired at the 

fashionable schools, were thrown off, and she became the crude 

country girl of her latent early instincts. 1I (p. 2l3) Once 

the"natural" side of Grace triumphs, she returns to Giles, as 

she is now able to see his true worth and goodnes-s. But she is 
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not to be a,s: fortunate a$. B.at~.heba,; her husband i,s not CQn-

veniently shot so that she is free to marry'. The social 

machi.nery will not operate either to free her from a selfish, 

inconsiderate hus'band; the divorce laws are still tooinflexible. 

As Grace's character is stripped to tts essentials, she 

bomes closer in character to Marty South--Mrs. Charmond1s 

complete opposite. Her father notes this tendency with some 

despair: 

"She told me only this day that she hates refinements and such 
like, All that my trouble and money bought for her in that way 
is~thrown away upon her quite. She'd fain be like Marty South-
think 0' that! That's the top of her ambition~ Perhaps she's 
right." (p. 235) 

Throughout the novel Marty, like Giles, has been a figure of 

endurance and industry. Although she also loves Giles, she 

never speaks of her feelings and as a result she is unfulfilled 

in love. At the beginning of the novel, she cuts off her hair 

after hearing of Giles:' love for Grace and thus, symbolically, 

denies her sexuality. Her hair had been her one claim to 

beauty and by cutting it off, she indicates that she no longer 

desires to attract. She further denies her femininity by con-

stantly doing men's work. However, Grace recognizes after 

Gilesb death that: 

Marty South alone, of all the women in Hintock and the world, 
had approximated to Winterbourne1s level of intelligent inter
course with Nature. In that respect she had formed his true 
complement in the other sex, had lived as his counterpart, had 
subjoined her thoughts to his as a corollary. (p. 3401 

Grace could never come as close to Giles as Marty had done 
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because she l;'etai,ned too much Q~ her cultured tn;f Iuence. This 

becomes apparent when she runs to Giles for shelter from her 

husband and he is forced to s-leep outside while she remains 

alone in his hut. Even when alone in nature, she adheres to 

her s'ense of propriety and GileS!:; prolonged exposure to the 

elements ki,lls him. Grace does ,~ admit "how selfishly 

correct I am always--too, too correct"" (p. 3221, but it is 

£00 late for Giles, when she does relent. 

The ending of the novel strains credibility considerably. 

It is hard to accept the return of Grace to her husband and 

Hardy himself was fully aware of this flaw! 

You have probably observed that the ending of the story-
hinted rather than stated--is that the heroine is doomed to an 
unhappy life with an inconstant husband. I could not accentu
ate this strongly in the book, by reason of the conventions of 
the libraries, etc. 6 

Even though Fitzpiers seems to have reformed, Hardy implies 

(in the words of Mr. Melbury) that the change is not permanent: 

'But let her bear in mind that the woman walks and laughs 
somewhere at this very moment whose neck he'll be coling next 
year as he does hers to-night; and as he did Felice Charmond's 
last year; and Suke Damson's the year afore!' (p. 376) 

It is significant that what re-unites Grace and Fitzpiers is 

a man-trap, which is set out to injure him but instead almost 

captures her. Thus the marriage IItrapll, which should work to 

subgue Fitzpiers, will instead probably, again, only injure 

Grace. 

In the end, Marty' South is left alone with Giles. She 

is a sexless figure, Halmost like a being ,who had rejected 

6F . E. Hardy, The Early Life ,p.289. 
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W1-th indiffeJ:;"ence the a ttr.t.bute> of sex fO;t;' the loft:j::,e+:' 'l,uality 

of abstract humanism. II Cp. 379 t A,sa fi'gure of endurance and 

resigna tion who remains: loyal to Gillies after IllS death, she 

emerges as the only surviving noble indi:vidual tn the novel. 

Grace has again sacrificed ner'·ll na tu!Lal Ii stde by returning to 

her husband and his society and abandoning Giles. Only the 

woman of nature, Marty, wins what she wants at the end. 

Although many of the elements in The Woodlanders are the 

same as those in the earlier novels, Ifardyts portrayal of 

Grace and her predicament represents a considerable advance. 

The earlier heroines were all well educated and intelligent 

but this did not prevent them from integrating themselves with 

a closely-knit community. However, Grace's educational back

ground brings about her deracination and she can never achieve 

full integration into the community. Also, for the first time, 

we see the social laws--in this case the divorce laws--working 

in direct opposition to the heroine. Bathsheba also made a 

mistake in her first marriage but fate operated to free her. 

In Grace's case, fate does not corne to her rescue nor do the 

social maws; she must remain tied to her husband. 

With the early heroines, there was also an examination of 

female sexuality which is developed further in The Woodlanders. 

This time Grace is completely trapped because she falls for a 

sexually aggressive man. She admits, that, had ~iles been more 

aggressive, he would have won her: uGiles, if you had only 

ShmAln haif the boldness before I married that you show now, 
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you would ha,ve ca,;r-;r-;i:,ed me Qhf :for. yQu;r;' ow:n, f.t:,r~,t .t,n~tea,d of 

second." Cp. 3011 L.tk,e Ba,tl'i~heba" she ca,n hold power over a 

more pa,ssivema,n hut tIle sexua,lly a,ggress:i:.ve man holds the 

ultimate power ove;t; her. Such a, ma,n seems to release the 

passions wtthi:n her tha,t are beyond her control. Grace needed 

to retain more of the Marty South within her and less of the 

Mrs. Charmond. Thl.s is the first time that the split which 

Hardy sees in female nature has been so clearly represented. 

This sense of inner division becomes even more important in 

the later novels. 



CHA,PTER 'FOUR: ' THE 'RETURN O'FTHE: NA,TIVE 

:en creattng the character of Eustacia Vye in: The: Re:tU'rn 

of the Native (18781, HardY' draws a woman equal in power and 

force to a character lik.e Catherine Earnshaw in Wuthe:rin:g Heights. 

Both are rebels against convention, and. ;g'ociety, both are domin-

ated by their passions and both seem to share an urge towards 

self-destruction. Both are th,e type of individual that society 

can never accept or understand because of their fervid determin-

ation to fulfill their desires. Because of Eustacia's power as 

a character her "heroic, if not divine, stature has been comment-

ed upon by every critic who has ever written about The Return 

of the Native." 1 Cer.Eallinly Eustacia is the most captivating 

figure in the novel and she is Hardyts first direct exploration 

of an openly passionate woman. 

Eustacia is not the only woman in the novel but she is 

certainly the most compelling. Her counterpart is Thomasin 

Yeobright who, as Hardy told his illustrator in 1878 is lithe 

good heroine, and she ultimately marries the reddleman, and 

lives happily.,,2 Thomasin's character is never as interesting 

as Eustacia's because she is so cqnsistently good, gentle and 
. --,~. -". . - .--, . '", . . 

virtuous. She ~ever diverges from these qualities. On the 

other hand, "Eustacia is the wayward and erring hero,lne--

she marries Yeobright, the son of Mrs. Yeobrignt, i~ u,nhappy, 

lWeber, p. 103. 

2Millgate, p. 140~ 
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and dies.. 11
3 

J-n tlLe$.e t"iO ol?1?osi!l9 cna,ra.cter.?, ,a, dua.li.ty of 

natures is S'et up, S'tmilar to thcit dts:cuss.ed in: The:Woo'dlan:ders 

between Mrs. Cha,rmond a.nd 11arty' South.. Wne're Bathsheba, Fancy, 

Elfride a.nd even Grace revea.led a. simiThan dua.lity within them-

selves, in this novel a split between two women is dramatized: 

Eustacia embodieS' the pas's'ionate, vain a.nd flirtatious female 

nature, whereas Thomas:in consists of thoS'e virtuous, complacent 

qualities typical of so many' earlier Victorian heroines. 

Another way in which. this conflict can be expressed is in 

terms of the forceS' of Paganism vs. those of Christianity as 

they operate within these women. Many of Hardy's descriptive 

passages evoke either explicit pagan or Christian images and 

the novel can be viewed as a "defeat of the pagan a l1d,1;:l].e 

triumph of the Christian. ,,4 Paganism, for Hardy, seems to 

imply a lust for life and an expression of feeling that Christ-

ian convention does not allow. Hardy says himself of the may-

pole rite in the novel: 

Indeed, the impulses of all such outlandish hamlets are pagan 
still: in these spots homage to nature, self-adoration, frantic 
gaieties, ~ragments of Teutonic rites to divinities whose 
names are forgotten, seem in some way or other to have survived 
mediaeval doctrine. S 

Elsewhere, in describing a dance, Hardy says: "For the time 

Paganism was revived in their hearts, the pride of life was all 

in all, and they adored none other than themselves." (p. 266) 

Certainly, the term pagan as used here, could be applied to 

Eustacia. She wants' to live .her life to the full and she is 

3Millgate, p. 140. 

4Millgate, p. 135 0 

SThomas Hardy, The Return of the Native (London, 1971) ,p, 
390. Page references to tfils text wlII be glven ln brackets after 
all subsequent quotations. 



:not will.tng to accept an¥,' o~ tb..-e ;restra,int$.tha,t Cbrt.s.ti..an 

convention inevitably' i.mposes.. O;fteri compared to a Greek 

goddes'S, Eustacia obviously wins Hardy"s' adriltra,tion because 

she is so bravely- passionate and unconventienal. 

Most of Hardy's heroines, or a, t les;st those he admixes, 
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are fundamentally- discontented with their lots in life. Fancy, 

Elfride, Bathsheba and Grace all express dissatisfaction with 

their immediate environment and they are never sure of their 

feelings towards the men in their lives. They are all searching 

for some kind of fulfillment and gratification that is not immed

iately accessible and thus they frequently seem to clutch at 

straws or unrealistic hopes. Any man like Parson Maybold, Troy, 

Knight or Fitzpiers who seems to be able to offer an escape 

becomes immediately attractive to them. Throughout his novels, 

Hardy seems to acknowledge implicitly that the women in his 

society do lack proper outlets for their desires, ambitionl3 , 

feelings and passions. Eustacia provides the best example of a 

woman destined for deeper, intenser feelings but confined to 

the desolation of Egdon Heath. Her closest predecessor is 

Bathsheba who attempts to rebel against her position but eventu

ally gives in. to the strictures of her society. 

In Eustacia, Hardy presents his supreme example of the 

capricious woman. He never condemns her; instead he traces 

the emotional, mental and social processes that contribute to 

her behaviour. Unlike Mrs. Charmond, who indulges in passion 
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a,nd love a,ffa,ixs merel:r fo~ pa,$..$,tpn's $:a,ke., Eusta,cia, ',s pa,sst.Qns. 

are. a vital pa,rt of ~er nature which must be. sa, tis'fted . 

Unfortuna,tely, neitl'Ler of tl'Le. men in l'Ler life cis: fully equa,l 

to her. 

Like Fancy, Elfride, Bathsheba and Grace, Eustacia has a 

choice between two men who are aga,in dtametrically opposite: 

the amorous' and impetuous Damon Wildeve and the idealistic and 

learned Clym Yeobright. Damon Wildeve is a paler version of 

TroYi he is never a,ble to assume th.e same power that Troy 

possesses and he is constantly at the beck and call of Eustacia. 

Clym's attraction for Eus·tacia lies in his culture and learning 

acquired in the romantic centres of Europe. Yet Clym wants to 

become another Gabriel O.ak or Gi.les Winterbourne--tied to the 

land and i.n harmony' with the natural environment. But he 

never realizes that he cannot deny or ignore his urban experience 

which tends to have a corrupting influence on the kind of life 

he wants to lead. Clym's fervent idealism and his inability 

to see things pr~gmatically or realistically anticipate the 

disastrous characteristics that Hardy reveals in Angel Clare in 

Tess of the d'Ubervilles. What needs to be discussed in 

considering The Return of the Native, however, is to what extent 

Wildeve and Clym fail Eustacia and to what extent she fails them. 

As indicated earlter, Ha,rdy has a great deal of admiration 

for Eustacia but this does not prevent him from seeing her 

shortcomings. Hardy begins by contrasting the relationships 
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between Thomas.t.n and Wtldeve and Eusta,c:t:a. a,nd Wt.ldeve. 

Thomas-in, because of tIie convent,tonsof soci.ety, is' at the 

mercy' of W.i.ldeVe. Rei s:i::tuation has been so compromised that 

she must marry him or suffer the t.ndignity- of a questionable 

reputation. But Thomasin also realizes the indignity' of her 

present state: "Here am r asking you to marry me; when by 

rights you ought to be on your knees imploring me, your cruel 

mis tres s, not to refuse you, and s:aying it would break your 

heart if I did." Cpo 511 Wt.th Eustacia, the situation is 

reversed to a certain extent: she is more the "cruel" mistress 

and Wildeve is partially under her control. Like Bathsheba, 

Eustacia, as Carpenter puts it, "wants at once to queen it 

over a man and to be dominated by him,,6, but it seems that 

Wildeve is unable to dominate her. 

In the chapter "Queen of the Night", Hardy undertakes a 

lengthy description of Eustacia which establishes her as a 

seemingly typical romantic heroine. The embellishment of the 

chapter is so excessive that critical opinion generally dis

misses it as overblown and unnecessary.7 However, since Hardy 

goes into such detail and length, the chapter is surely 

important in establishing the character of Eustacia and on 

these grounds, it should not be hastily dismissed. In certain 

6carpenter, p. 90 

7Mill~EJte: "From the "Queen of the Night" chapter as 
a whole emerges not a portrait of Eustacia but a confused 
impression which subsequent dramatisation does not sufficiently 
resolve." Cpo 1341. 

Carpenter: "Where these clash, as in the portentous 
"Queen of the Night" section, the novel is the loser." (p. 102) 

Stewart, p. 103. 
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places, where the. p;r;o$,e s.eelYis. oye,rhlo'<o(n, it :t:s poss:ible. that 

Hardy is being irontc. For eXqmple: 

She had the passions qnd ins·tincts w:fi.tcli make a model goddess, 
that is:, those which make not quite a model woman. (p. 731 

The mouth seemed formed les·s to speak than to quiver, less to 
quiver than to Tds'S. Some might have added, less to kiss 
than to curd,. (p. 741 

She had Pagan eyes, full of nocturnal mysteries, and their 
light, as it came and went, and came again, was partially 
hampered by their oppressive lids and lashes; and of these 
the under lid was much fuller than it usually is with English 
women. (p . 741 

Hardy continually seems to undermine the ideal, romantic image 

, , 

of Eustacia, thus reducing her romantic aura. And he emphasizes 

that, whatever her beauty and power might be, it is wasted on .-....... ~~". -- . 

Egdo.n!ieatb.. There is an obvious discrepancy between this 

romantic conception of her, which she herself seems to share, 

and her actual situation on a barren heath where exoticism is 

entirely lost. She has an imagination that stretches beyond 

the heath and Hardy stresses the isolation and desolation of 

her position. Yet, perhaps the most important aspect of 

Eustacia which the chapter establishes is the following: 

To be loved to madness--such was her great desire. Love was 
to her the one cordial which could drive away the eating 
loneliness of her days. And she seemed to long for the 
abstraction called passionate love more than for any particular 
lover. (p. 77) 

By most Victorian definitions, Eustacia would be hereby 

classed as a wanton, immoral woman, as indeed she is by Mrs. 

Yeobright and the townspeople who view her as a witch. But 

Hardy is able to go beyond these limited moral judgements of 
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Eustacta and se.e he.;t;" ~e.al )l!Qt.:i,:.VEl,t:j.,ons El,nd tntenti,Qns,. lie 

does not nece.s:s:a.rtlY' approve of heracttons: but he does t~y 

to understand them. Eustacta, .W'ith her se.a;r-ch. for;tmpassioned 

love, anticipates many of the, heroines of D. II. Lawrence like 
- - , .. _.., .- .. - ~'.' . 

Ursula, Connte or Lou W:ttt who also seek fulfillment beyond 

the kind of 1l:ove ccmventionCillyal.J9wed b:¥, _ society. And as 

artificial as her romantic pose may' at ftTst seem to be, 

Eustacia is' eventually able to proclaim i-t with sincerity: 

'But do I desire unreasonably much in wanting what is called 
life--music, poetry', pasBion, war, and all the beating and 
pUilising that is going on the the great arteries of the world? 
That was the shape of my youthful dream; but I did not get it.' 
(p. 289) 

In her relationship with Wildeve, Eustacia plays with his 

heart purely for her own gratification. She has the appearance 

of a goddess but the whims of a selfish woman. Perversely, 

when Wildeve becomes more inaccessible, he becomes more attract-

ive to her: 
\ 

The man who had begun by being merely her amusement, and would 
never have been more than her hobby but for his skill in 
deserting her at the right moments, was now again her desire. 
Cessation in his lovemaking had revivified her love. (p. 103) .. ~ 

And she probably would have won him away from Thomasin had 

Clym Yeobright not appeared. On the surface and from village 

rumours, Clym seems to be the kind of man she seeks. 

But, from the beginning, the Eustacia-Clym relationship 

is doomed, although the villagers see them as a perfect match: 

"Both of th.em one mind about niceties for certain, and learned 

in print, and always thinking about high. doctrine--there 
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couldn't be a. bette;r;' couple tJ they ~eie, made 0': purl?ose." 

(p. 1151 However, J:t is. clea:r tful, t tl'Lci;t:' ;t:'ela tionshi.p is 

built on illus.ion a.nd not on under.standing. Eustacia is 

"half in love \Tvi.tlt a vis--ion" (p. 1261 of Clym nefore she even 

meets him. Because he has come from Paris, she feels he can 

offer her all the excitements of the city' she has so long 

dreamed about. It is significant that once again, the lovers 

meet in a communal ritual. These rituals are usually pagan 

in or:i:,gin and the interactions of the lovers within them 

symbolize their ,deeper intentions, ancl, the nature of their 

.relationships. Thus, the vying for a partner in a dance 

signifies the deeper intention of vying for a partner in life. 

Also, in a ritual situation, the lovers are usually able to 

release their deeper, hidden emotions as they become caught 

up in the intensity of the moment. In this case, Eustacia 

dresses up as a mummer in hopes of meeting Clym. It is a moon

lit night, Eustacia is disguised, and Clym is allowed to imagine 

what sort of woman is beneath the costume of the Turkish Knight. 

At the same time, Eustacia resolves to love Clym "believing 

that she must love him in spite of herself." (p. 149) 

When they actually do talk to each other in the open, the 

opposition in their natures is evident to the reader, but 

unfortunately, hidden to them. For Eustaci.a, lithe heath is a 

uruel taskmaster" (p. 1931, but to Clym "it is most exhilara

ting, and strengthening, and soothing.o \1 Cp. 1931 Eus tacia hates 
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both people and natu;t;"e; CIXm. tdea,lj::ze$ them both. Yet after 

the meeting, hoth a,re deteimtned to adapt each_ other to their 

respective schemes: Clym is: res:olved to make a, teacher out of 

Eus:tacia; she wants: to convince_ n.t:m to return to Paris-. What 

keeps- them together is not their understanding of each other 

but the physical pass-ion they sha.re. They decide to get married 

in a moment of passion (p. 2141 and once married, they are 

happy as long as they exclude themselves from the realities of 

the world. "They vvere enclosed in a sort of luminous mist, 

which hid from them surroundings of any unharmonious colour, and 

gave to all things the character of light." (p. 245) The 

marriage begins to break down once they try to impose their 

wills on each other. They are both visionaries but their 

dreams are completely divergent, although equally unrealistic. 

Eustacia's hope of gay PaBisian life is as unlikely as Clym's 

hope of teaching the heath people. Becausenn~Jf1her of them 

will bend in their wishes, they grow farther and farther apart. 

Clym becomes almost blind/which symbolizes his limited under

standing of his wife, mother and the people on the heath. 

Although his ambitions are noble and more worthwhile than those 

of Eustacia, he does not realize that, in bringing himself 

down in life, he is also dragging down his wife. He does tell 

her that he does not intend to return to Paris but she also 

makes it clear that the heath life is not for her. He should 

realize that a spiri.t like hers would not be content to reduce 

her life to bare essentials. Because of the nature of the 
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marri.age COl@1,t.tment, the ~i~e t,s ;forced to adapt to her 

husband's way of life. Clym s.hould nave-realized th.is before 

committ.t.ng Eustacia. to a l.t.fethat ahe would find a drudgery. 

One influence on his l:i-~fe that Clym never adequately 

acknowledges is· the influence of hls:mother. She.t.s a 

s-ceptical realist but she cannot dis:suade her son from his 

disastrous course. Even though she misjudges Eus·tacia' s 

character, considering her only "a hus·sy" (p. 2011, she does 

see that th.ey will only be unhappy together. Mrs. Yeobright 

perceives that her son's· idealism is exces'Sive and she pre

dicts: "Your fancies will be your ruin, Clym." (p. 1821 What 

Clym does not realize is how much he is attached to her. 

Therefore, when he discovers how Eustacia accidentally turned 

away his mother, he overreacts. He expels Eustacia without 

granting her any benefit of the doubt. 

However, he had, in a sense, expelled Eustacia long 

before by not allowing her to fulfill herself. She rediscovers 

what she seeks in life at yet another pagan ritual~ the 

village festival. This time Wildeve is there and the excite

ment and movement of the dance reawaken the past feelings they 

had shared. Wildeve seeks pleasure and excitement and is able 

to respond to that element in Eustacj::a. She is tempted, after 

her final expulsion, to run off with Wildeve but she never 

goes through with thls. Whether Eustacia commits suicide or 

not remains ambiguous, but judging from her last speech, it 

\ 
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seems. that death would not he unwelcome to her: 

'HoW' I. have tried and tried to be: a ~plend.td woman, and how 
destinY' has been against me~. ~. ~ do not deserve m¥, lot! \ 
she cried in a frenzy- of bi.tter ;t;'evol t. \'0, the c;t;'uel ty of 
putting me into thi.s· ill..-concei'ved world! I was capable of 
much; but r have been injured and blighted and crushed by 
things beyond my- control~' 0, how hard it IS of Heaven to 
devise such tortures' for me, who have done no harm to Heaven 
at all~' (!'J. 3611 

In the character of Eustacia, Hardy has drawn the supreme 

realizes that society would also never allow her to triumph. 

She is openly- passionate and therefore viewed suspiciously. 

Women like Susan Nonsuch consider her a witch and victimize her 

in public by sticking needles in her arm. Even more than 

Grace, Eustacia is restricted by social conventions. She 

wants to escape the heath but the only way she can is with a ~+ 

man; a woman cannot strike out on her own, as Bathsheba's case 

showed. Hardy makes it more and more apparent that women are 

fundamentally alienated in a o.m1\'cntl(ilt4(I'I~iOOpr@~~ society unless 

they conform to their expected marital and social roles. In 

the case of Eustacia, her passions are too strong to be 

confined to the desolation of the heath and she is not permitted 

to discover an outlet for them. She refuses to be "tamed" as 

.. !3Cl..tl"l~h-.E?l:>~~Cl.~):~~~n'El.(). <ieath is her ()n~y rec()urse. Hardy has 

moved a long way from Under the Greenwood Tree where the 

community was a benevolent force and Fancy!s choice to join it 

proved the correct one. rf Eustacia had si.milarly attempted 

to adapt herself to the heath communIty-, it would involve a 

death worse than the one she chose, for it would be a death of ~ 

the spirit. 
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n~..;.,~·-£~ 

TeSS' "of "th.e "d'Uber'V.Il1e$ (1891t contains Hardy's most 

important insight into the" place of woman in the society of 

hi.s times. Continuing the tradition of 'Mrs. @aske11's Ruth 

(18531,Tess provides a new treatment of the sufferi!lgs of the 

fallen woman. Fictional convention had generally established 

little hope for the woman led astray by clever seducers, once 

fallen, she could not look forward to any kind of Il rally " or 

any further romantic experience. However, Hardy changed this 

and provided a re-evaluation of purity by emphasizing Tess's 

purity as well as revealing the harsh and limited judgements 

of society upon her. His radical subtitle "A Pure Woman", 

"Faithfully Presented", indicates his intention to assert her 

virtuE and innocence. 

If we recall the critical momment quoted previously in 

the introductory chapter about Mrs. Gaskell's Ruth, we can 

see how much Hardy has progressed in the portrayal of the 

fallen woman. Part of the criticism of Ruth was that: "If 

she [Mrs. Gaskell] designed to awaken the world's compassion 

for the ordinary class of betrayed and deserted Magdalenes, 

the consequences of Ruth's error should not have 1D"aEh~ made so 

innocent, nor should Ruth herself have been painted so perfect."l 

In Tess.,-···the heroine's "error H or seduction is certainly not 

lW. R. Greg, as quoted in in til:!" 0 • to Ruth, p. xvii. 

52 
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presented a,:? ilie J:;'e~ml t Qf tota,l ;i::.nnocence, nor ts Te$s the 

ideal, perfect woman that R,uth wa,s. However, Hardy strongly 

stresses the f;a,ct that Tess.' is- made. to pay for her "sin ll too 

extensively and that s'ociety's' judgement:?' on an individual 

are far too rigid, unJ5ending and intolerant. And this is 

particularly true of th.e judgements upon a woman wh.o is 

wronged by' men both physically and spiritually. 

The criterion used by Hardy to judge Tessts purity 

throughout the novel is not the criterion of society but that of 

nature. Hardy realizes that society·'s standards are too harsh 

and that by nature's standards Tess has done little wrong. In 

many ways, Tess is a composite of the best in Hardyfs heroines 

as Richard C. Carpenter points out: 

Tess is outstanding among Hardy's heroines because she is the 
only good woman who has the role of a protagonist. She has 
none of the caprice and egotism of a Eustacia or a Sue Bridehead; 
she is instead the ideal ingenue--Tamsin Yeobright, Marty South-- ~ 
brought centerstage. Unlike these others, however, she is more 
vitally alive; specifically, she is more female, more sexual, 
more passionate .... Beautiful with a full-bodied femininity, 
staunch in character, passionate in emotion, Tess is Hardy's 
vision of an ideal woman. 2 

To say, however, that Tess is Hardy's II ideal " is unfair, both 

to his other heroines whom he also admires and to his portrayal 

of Tess. For Hardy never seems to want to draw an ideal woman; 

as suggested previously, Hardy is as much or more concerned 

wi th the imperfections whi.ch make hi.s female characters human 

and therefore interesting. What seems to be Tess" s chief 

imperfection or flawi.~~f:Ler ,l.?C3,?sj::y:tty. :en this respect, she 
. . '---"' •• - - . ," .. , ..•. ~ -. -~'.' ''>-.-' ., .... - •. , .. -- .• - ". 

2Carpenter, p. 129. 
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is the opposite to Eus,ta.ct.a., w.h-eJ;e Eusta.cia. attempted to a.S.sume 

an a.ctiverole ·tn controlli.ng- her l:tfe, Tes;s' ts' a.cted upon, 

willing in ma.ny i.nstanceS to a.ccept a pa.ss:.ive positi.on. Yet 

her passivity' ma.ke$ her downfa.ll rnQ;r:;'e terrtblei had she attempted, 

like Eustacia, selfishly to assert her will, the fact that 

society reacts against her would be more understandable. But 

Tess is almost self .... lessi like tIle a.nimals in nature tha.t she 

is frequently ass'ociated with, she is too often the victim 

and undeservedly so. And she is especially vulnerable to 

victimisation because she is a woman with few defenses. She 

has not been sufficiently prepared for the problems she has 

to face. 

Tess is constantly driven to the limits of her endurance 

by external forces. Nevertheless, her lack of resistance to 

these forces allows her to be pushed too far. She is very like 

Elfride Swancourt; at crucial moments, her indecision and 

acquieseance to expediency proves to be fatal. Hardy seems to 

suggest that Tess acquires her passive tendency from her 

parents when he describes her as: "an almost standard woman, 

but for the slight incautiousness of character inherited from 

her race.,,3 Certainly her parents' submission to the machina-

tions of fate is extreme as they drift from one catastrophe 

into another. Tess does attempt to be mOre assertive but her 

actions often prove to be in vain. 

Tess t S downfall begins when she encounters A.lec d'Ui'berville 

3Thomas Hardy, Tess of the d'Ubervilles (London, 1971), 
p. 110. Page references to thi.s text will be given in brackets 
following all subsequent quotations. 
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and here her, ~.ubmi.$l?iye na,tu;r;-e a,~;t;or.d~: tLer Li.:.ttle:rrotecti--on or 

defense. ~ndeGi,s'ion consta,ntlY' ha;:rnper~' her ~rQm taki.ng a firm 

stand against him; she knows she ~hould res::i;'st his advances but 

she also knows' s-he cannot af;f;Q:r;d to of;f;en<il: htm, ;f;or her family's 

sake. Alec is the type of man like Troy or Fitzpiers who seems 

tohCl.Y~ magnetic sexl,la1 . .§.ttJ;'q,G,i;::i;<?,n.:E?r w?men. Certainly Tess 

is not immune to his charms and her attraction to him is not 

surprising. Kardy knows how susceptible women are to flattery 

such as his; one of the chief preoccupations of Fancy, Elfride, 

Bathsheba and EustacIa is with their physical attractiveness and 

those men who express their open admiration and flattery are 

the most sHxually successful with them. Tess1s feeling for Alec 

is aa half-pleased, half-reluctant state." (p. 52) Yet she 

later admits that she felt a definite though brief attraction 

towards him: "My eyes were dazed by you for a little, and 

that was all. 1I (p. 94} She is as much dazed by his charms as 

by his social position as an aristocrat. But Tess never 

consciously entices him; she is largely ignorant of her own 
"'-~"""-.'~.- -. -"-"- -, . -~. .-.'~ -_. -.......... '.- . . . 

charms and the consequeI1ce~ Of :Ln$ufJic:Lent guardec:1ness. She 

is also too innocent, gentle and naive to be able to repel 

Alec absolutely; that is, until she is pushed too far. Then 

her innate sense of self-protection causes her to react or 

rebel. This is first revealed when Alec kisses Tess against 

her will, giving "her the kiss of masteryll Cpo 671 and Tess 

instinctively wipes the kiss off, temporarimt nullifying its 

effect. She is capable of striking out but only when her 



sens.e of l?e~sonal di9"ni,t¥' ~$, i;l,~f;r;onte.d., :Elel; fi,na.l act of. 

rebellion i:s: f0resfta,dowed i:.n the ;following scene: 

'I didn't underl?ta,nd your meaning till i:.t wa,s too late. t 

'Tha t 's wha t every woman says." 
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'How can you dare to U$e such words ~~' l?he cried, turning 
impetuously upon li.tm, her eyes flasfLing as' the. latent spirit 
(of which he was to see more some dayt a,woke in her. 'liMy God! 
I could knock you out of the gig! Dtd it never strike your " y 

mind that what every woman s'ays some women may feel.' (p. 94) //' 

Unfortunately, that thought never does occur to Alec. He 

persists in his pursuit of Tess, not content with her rejections 

as sufficient answers to hIS suit. He fInally overcomes her 

when she is mos't vulnerable; she has placed her trust in him 

and fallen asleep, unable to offer any resistance. His rape 

of Tess shows how little respect he has for women; women like 

Car Darch are readily accessible to him but he indiscriminately 

assumes that Tess is just as willing to succumb to his charms. 

He cannot see her as the innocent girl she really is, partly 

because "it was a luxuriance of aspect, a fulness of growth, 

which maiie her appear more of a woman than she really was. II 

(p. 52) 

Throughout the novel, Alec is portrayed as a diabolical 

figure or a melodramatic villain, sometimes excessively so, 

especially when he insists on addressing Tess as liMy Beauty". 

Yet, in this way, he assumes an almost symbolic role and he 

seems to be the culmination of one type of male figure in 

Hardyts fiction: the Tr0:r-Fttzpi:ers.,-.Wildeve kind of man. 

Sexually aggressive, yet cultured, he expresses the extreme 
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kind o.:£; corrupttng influence tha. t ci.tX' bred cuI tU;J;e has upon 

the rura.l environment. Thi.s i.s~· tmpl.ted even .tn hts surna.me, 

d'tTitberville--~o:£; th.ecity .... ·-whlch is' opposed to Tes:s '. s surname--

Durbeyfield-·-of the fields. A.lec is motivated by l1i.s bodily 

lusts, seeking gratification for h..is S'erises and desires with-

out thought or conscience. He is the type of man who attempts 

to gain complete mastery over a woman: that is, complete 

physical mastery as Tess realizes: IISeg--.JiOW you 've; mast~recr-:me! II 
.~~~, <-~---... "_ .. - -~.. " .. ---'-

(p. 95) And one of Alec's final threats to Tess is: IlRemeffiber, 

my lady, l' was your. master'. once! I will ,~mwQM? be your mas ter 

again. If you are any man's wife you are mine! II (p. 373} 

Because of his wealth, he is able to buy Tess, knowing that she 

will do almost anything to help her family. She goes to 

dWberville initially in order to help her family financially 

when Prince is killed and again after her father's death. Alec 

takes unmair advantage of her helpless situations and completely 

overpowers her freedom to act. Tess is the first woman in 

Hardy's novels to be so relentlessly hounded by a man. But 

although Alec is able to master her physically, he is never 

able to master her spirit. By the end of the novel, as Angel 

recognizes, Tess completely divorces her body from her spirit: 

Ilthat his original Tess had spiritually ceased to recognize the 

body before him as hers--allowing it to drift, like a corpse 

upon the current, in a direction disasS'O,oia'femri6lJ!1oril.e:.llits.i:iiving 

will." Cpo 4251 Once Tess realizes: that Alec is attempting 
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to violate her sl?ixttua.lly- ,by- keepi.ng lier from tlie man she 

loves, she rebels- aga..tnst him aBsolutely. Tes's' lias l.tmitless 

patience as fa.;r- a.s' physical suffering goes, but when her free

dom of spirit is denied her, she 'reacts. This is why she 

murders Alec; he has won her body, she will not allow him to 

win her heart and spirit from Angel. 

It is significant that Angel Clare wins Tess spiritually 

while Alec d·Uberville only- wins her physically-. It seems 

that an integration of body and semI, wIii:ch Tess seeks to realize, 

cannot be achieved or cannot survive in a society- such as the 

one Tess is compelled to live in. Men seem to want either a 
.......~-~ .. "--_ .. 

~oman's.l::>9dy or a woman's heart--never both. Thus, a woman 

such as Tess is forced to split the two elements of her nature. 

Hardy himself, in his defense of her, also seems to finally 

split Tess into body and spirit. But he does not do this to 

divide her nature; rather he does it in order to support his 

thesis that a woman violated in body can still be pure in 

spirit. Unfortunately 1 for Tess though, she is violated both 

physically and spiritually by two different men and as a result 

she cannot survive. She must finally escape her earthly 

oppression through death. What remains to be examined is how 

Tess' spiritual exploitation by- Angel Clare contributes to 

her death. 

Angel Clare has his predecessQX;s in Hardy" s novels in 

men like Knight and Clym Xeobright: the idealistic intellectuals 
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who seem to be out of touch- wi~tli ;t:;'eal~t¥" A.ngel, and what he 

does to Tess, repres:ent tILe. danger to a WOIl}an of, an i.deal:tstic 

man who cannot see.thtngs as tILe)?' are. Li:keKn:tght and Clym, 

Angel builds- up an ideal image of the woman he loves that is 

shattered when certain facts about lier- are revealed. He cons

tantly thinks in terms of aBstract generalities rather than in 

terms of a real person: "he was ever in the habit of neglect-

ing the particulars' of an outward scene for the general impression." 

(p. 1411 Idaal.ism, in the mind of someone like Angel Clare, can 

be a terrible force, almost a perversion, since .it denies 

vital elements in human nature. What Angel denies is the 

physical naturEi of both himself and Tess and he is unable to 

accept Tess as a woman who has sexual feelings. Angel, in his 

eventual condemnation of Tess, expresses many of the attitudes 

of his society, which supposedly he had rejected. He had 

disclaimed the rigid dogmatism of his father and the religious 

snobbery of his brothers in his attempts to disregard traditional 

social conventions, yet finally he proves to be firmly bound 

to them. When he first contemplates marriage with Tess, he 

returns home to seek approval. After the separation from her, 

he again returns home to decide his future course. In his 

convictions he is as blind as those he disdains. 

Angel fixst sees Tess as the ep.itome of purity and 

femininity and he never alters hts original .impression of 

her: "What a fresh and virg:tnal daughter of Nature that 
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milkmatd t.S!" (12- 1421 Te~s.:i,.:s :j:",ndeed q da,usrhte,r ot Natu,re 

bu t not in A.ngel' s terms'. Ln th.e. fe,rtile a,nd abundant sur,round

ings of the dat~y, sILeseems: to merge :pe:r-fectl:r witIL nature 

because of her fresliness' and vttal:j:::.ty'. But Angel ~aises her 

to an entirely unrealistic level so that: \I~nte was no longer 

the mtiilkmaid, but a visionary essence of woman~-a whole sex 

condensed into one typical form. He called her Artemis, 

Demeter, and other fanciful names half teasingly, which she did 

not like becaus'e she did not understand them. n (p. 153) 

Much of the imagery depicting their early relationship 

is connected with Adam and Eve in Paradise. Hardy emphasizes 

Tess' sensuous nature in the following passage: 

, .. Snewas Y9:~nJI1g, and hE?~<3.w th~,xecl .tnterior of her moutb. as ..if 
it had been a .snake's. She had stretched one arm so high above 
her coil~d.:':up cable of hair that he could see its satin delicacy 
above the sunburn; her face was flushed with sleep, and her 
eyelids hung heavy over their pupilS. The brim-fulness of her 
nature breathed from her_ It was a moment when a woman's soul 
is more incarnate than at any other time; when the most spiritu
al beauty bespeaks itself flesh; and sex takes the outside 
place in the presentation. (p. 195) 

In the paradisal situation of the dairy, Angel begins to be 

abl.e to respond to this element in Tess. But once the serpent 

enters tn the form of Tess's confession about her past with 

Alec d'Uberville, the relationship is destroyed. Like Knight, 

Angel is unable to accept the knowledge of another man in his 

lover's life, an extreme sexual fastidiousness or jealousy on 

his part. What is especially repugnant is the way in which 

this double standard operates. A.ngel confesses that in the 

past, he had indulged in a 15rief, frivolous, sexual encounter 
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to accept Tes'B' after her conf.es$i:on, even though she had not 

Willingly- or consciously parti.cipated in the sexual act. He 

c()!.l:c1~Inns her, onll' beca"lise ht~t_;t'1l1.q9_§.9f. her .. r:~s' changed and 

says that " the woman r have Been loving is not you. 1t (p. 260) 

He saw in Tess only wh.at he wanted to s'eei when he is forced to 

realize that there is sometru.ng more, he dismisses her. Once 

he rejects her mentally, he als'o rejects her physically as 

IIhis affection itself was less fire than radiance, and, with 

regard to the other sex, when he ceased to believe he ceased 

to follow: contrasting in this with many impressionable 

natures, who remain sensuously infatuated with what they 

intellectually despise." (p. 273) Then, after he has deserted 

her, he becomes even more hypocritical in asking Izz Huett to 

come with him to Brazil, his rationalization being, "1 have 

been badly used enough to wish for relief." (p. 305) It never 

occurs to him how badly used Tess has been. 

Where Alec masters Tess sexually, Angel masters her 

intellectually so that her hhinking and ideas are merged with 

his. Like C~ym with Eustacia, Angel wants to teach Tess his 

ideology and philosophy of life and heIihas a far more receptive 

pupil in Tess than Clym ever had in Eustacia. In fact, "his 

influence over her had been so mark.ed that sJie had caught his 

manner and habits, his speech and phrases, tis li.kings and his 

aversions." (p. 233} Agai.n, Tess too readily sacrifices hefelf 
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to an unworth.¥ ma,n. She toq i..$,. guiJ t¥' o~ mt.:?cQnceptiQn; she 

regards: Angel a,s' a supei.,....·hum.a,n figu;r;e t.ncaI?atle of folly or 

cruelty. "At ft.rst Tess seemed to regard Angel Clare as. an 

intelligence rather than as a man. It (p. 1481 As she begins 

to love him he does not become any les's ideal to her. "She 

loved him pas'sionately, and he was SQ god ...... 1 ike in her eyes." 

(p. 2091 It is this blind love of Angel that allows Tess to 

submit to the agonizing life at Flintcomb~Ash, stubbornly 

defending him against any suggestion of imperfection."with a 

triumphant simplicity of faith in Angel Clare that the most 

perfect man could hardly have deserved, much less her husband." 

(p. 361) Even Alec recognizes the extent to which Tess has 

been mastered intellectually by Angel: 

'The fact is,' said d'Uberville drily, 
'whatever your dear husband believed you accept, and whatever 
he rejected you reject, without the least inquiry or reasoning 
on your own part. That's just like you women. Your mind is 
enslaved to his.' (p. 361) 

So, by the end of the novel Tess is totally divided: her 

body is enslaved to Alec, her mind to Angel. Even though she 

does share some happy, blissful moments with Angel after the 

murder of Alec, they cannot last. Again the two lovers retreat 

to a paradise situation, isolated from the real world so that 

"all is trouble outside there, insi.de here content." (p. 437) 

Tess still idolizes Angel: "he was s.till her Antinous, her 

Apollo even". Cpo 4321 This time th.ough, Tess realizes that 

the real world w:tll inevitably intrude and that "this happiness 
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could not ha,ye la.$-ted. \I Cr. 4441. I.t .Il}eans. tb-a,t Ra;r-dy wants 

the reader. to re,alizetha, t Tes,S' could never gatn a happy life, 

in this world at least. As.' lie pointed Qut after the publica-

tion of tlie novel: 

You ask why Tess should not have gone off wt.th Clare and ' lived ;,~ 
happily ever a,:f;ter'. Do you not see that under 'a'ny' circumstances 
they were doomed to unhappiness? A sensitive man like Angel 
Clare could never have been happy with her. After the first few

4 months he would inevitably have thrown her failings in her face. 

With the death of Tess', the division of her body and soul 

is indeed compillete. Hardy seems to want to imply that, although 

her body is sacrificed, her soul will survive in her younger 

sister, 'Liza-Lu. Tess says of her, in bequeathing her to 

Angel: "She has all the best of me without the bad of me; and 

if she were to become yours it would almost seem as if death had 

not d11vided us," (p. 4421 ThUS Tess's purity may live on even 

after society destroys her body. 

In his portrayal of Tess, Hardy has developed a woman 

with an "appetite for joy" (p. 218) and a need for full, 

unselfish love. However, she is doomed to suffer because of 

one physical act that society condemns without lenience or 

tolerance. Besides, she is never allowed fulfillment or 

completeness because the men in her life want only a part of 

her. The depiction of her downfall constitutes a severe 

reproach both to Victorian social conventions generally and to 

particular attitudes that men h.ave towards women. 

In Eustacia, Hardy drew a female rebel who is ultimately 

subdued by her society. I'n Tess, he draws a completely differ-

ent woman; although she is still capable of passionate feeling 

equal to that of Eustacia, she is a passive individual who 

4Southerington, p. 132. 

/ 
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never &l.ttempts to agsert her ,«~ll nQr :ma,ke demands. Eugtacia 

knew the full powexi of her clia.;r;-Il1S; Te:::;s :j.~si.gno:r:ant of hers. 

She is lind and well-mea.ning out these gualities do not help 

her in a seem.t.ngly hoscttle society, Fancy, Elfride and Bathsheba 

all lived in rela.tively benevolent communities in which they 

became fairly well integrated an.d accepted. However, Tess is 

ostracized and victimized for a"fault,r for which she was not 

even responsible. Fancy, Elfride, Bathsheba and Eustacia were 

all able to employ their s'exuality to a certain extent to gain 

some power over their lovers. However, with Tess, her sexuality 

is used against her and is exploited. This time the split we 

have seen represented by Marty South and Mrs. Charmond--the 

spirit vs. the body--is imposed upon Tess by her lovers. This 

division of her nature ultimately destroys her. Hardy continues 

to examine the destructiveness of this dichotomy in his final 

novel Jude the Obscure. 



Jude: 'th.e: 'OD:s'c'Ure (18951, Ha;r-dy'~'s last novel, can be seen 

as his final presentat.i.on of many of the problems and issues 

raised in fLis' earlie;r- works. Xn 1.lf.s Preface to the first 

edi tion of' 'Jude, Hardy says that it is: 

A novel addressed by a man to men and women of full age; which 
attempts to deal unaffectedly with the fret and fever, derision 
and disaster, that may press in the wake of the strongest 
passion known to humanity; to tell, without a mincing of words, 
of a deadly war waged between flesh and s'piriti and to point 
the tragedy of unfulfilled aims. l 

Certainly the earlier novels were also concerned with the 

"deadly war waged betwe~n flesh and. spIrit ", and lithe tragedy 

of unfulfilled aims". Added to these two central concerns is 

~.N· ~,. 

, . fJ:"'j: 

the issue of the social laws which are at war with the individual; 

this conflict comes to the fore in Jude in Hardy's presentation 

of the marriage laws. In his Postcript to the novel, Hardy 

says of marriage: 

My opinion at that time, if I remember rightly, was what it 
is now, that a marriage should be dissolvable as soon as it 
becomes a cruelty to either of the parties--being then essentially 
and morally no marriage--and it seemed a good foundation for the 
fable of a tragedy. (p. vii) 

Jude is Hardy's severest condemnation of the institution of 

marriage although earlier novels such as 'fhe Woodlanders, 

The Return of the Native and Tess of the dtUberVilles also 

illustra.te the frequently unsatisfactory nature of the marriage 

contract. Hardy xec.o.gniz.es, that .human ,r.elatio.nships .. ar.e not 

1 
-'-Thomas Hardy, Jude: the Obsaure (London, 19571 ,"(?v. 

Page references to this text will be given in brackets after 
all subsequent quotations'. 
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always permanent yet tQeina,;r;';t;'~a,<;l'ecQnt;t;'act enforce$, perma,nency. 

The nerotneof the novel ts Sue. Brideh.e.a,d and her portray

al provtde.s a centra,l focu$fol; !:[a,pdy-ts p:r;ese.ntation of these 

problems. I:fardy- s"ay-s o:e her: tha t :"~uets a type of woman 

:o/h.tqn.. has always' had~n attra.ction for me, I:ll.~t the difficulty 

of drawing the type has' kept TIle froIl1 a,tt~TIlPi:i:n.g it till now." 2 

Al though Hardy says" that he has never drawn a character like 

Sue before, certainly some elements of her na,ture are percept-

ible in his earlier heroines. As Michael Millgate observes: 

':~he character of Sue, at first sight one of the most innovatory 

~spects of i=,:~e J:)ook, is in s.0I.1le.".E"~sJ?e<:!:t::s"only a ~()::e extreme, 

much franker treatment of a type Hardy had portrayed many times , , ~ ,._- .. .,. - ' ;, -. . . - - , ,- . .. 

before.,,3 Sue is as capricious as Fancy, Elfride, Bathsheba or 

Eustacia and just a,s charming; she is just as indecisive and 

is equally stubborn in defending her decisions once they are 

made. And Sue seems to be strongest in two elements that the 

other heroines also possessed but were never allowed to develop 
t ~'i").,:._~ '~.; # 

fully: "tIl telligence and l'earning. In ..;!ud(3, Sue is a, t l~g."st 

the intellectual equal, if not t~e superior, of the m~qin 

the novel. For the first time, Hardy has portrayed a woman 

able to stand on her ONf\U intellectually, who does not have to 

look up to her men for guidance. In a, sense, she is the 

portrayal of a new "breed" of woman as Ha,rdy seems to have 

realized. In 1912 he cites, or invents, Ha,n experienced 

2F . E. Hardy", The Late:rLife:o"fThomas" Hardy (London, 
p. 42. Hereafter cited as F. E. Ra,rdy ,The "L"at"e"r" Years. 

3Millgate, p. 320. 
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revi.ewer. n i.n Germa.I1¥ who: 

informed the writei tna;t Sue 'Br;tdeliead r the heroine, w-a:;;' the 
first del:i:.neati:an ton fi:.ctian o;E tli.e 'wama.n who wa:;; caming inta 
n.oticei:n her th..ou~ands- ever'y yea;r~,.,..,the woma,n .of the feminist 
mavement--the s-light, pa,le":o.a.cIi.e10r" gL'rl""'~,the i:ntellectualized, 
emancipated bundle .of nerve.s: that madern conditions were 
praducing, mai:nly in ci,ties as yeti who daes nat recognize the 
necessity for most .of her sex to follow-marriage as a professian, 
and baast themselves as puperior peaple. because they are licensed 
ta be laved an the premises .••. Whether this assurance is barne 
aut by dates r cannot s'ay.4 

Part .of Sue IS prablem is that her stance is new;; yet, and nat 

readily accepted by saciety. Her d0wnfall, hawever, emerges 

fram an imbalance in her persanality: in Sue" s nature there 
~.d' •. ,.<~. • ••. '-'-, .~~.c •. " '·".p_!! •• L."'" ., .•• -, ... ~ .... "'.' .. ,~ ....•..... ,,--~., 

is taa much stress' an the intellectual and a neglect .of the 

physical. She is as much a victim .of herself as .of the rigid 

saciety in which she must functian. 

Sue's appasite in the navel is Arabella Dann wha embadies 

the sensual, passianate nature that Sue lacks. ~t seems that 

~ard¥' s. n()"y~ls gothraugh a pracess .of refinement sa that the 

dualities cantained within the characters .of the earlier 

heraines are eventually split inta separate female characters 
,- ..' " " ' 

by the time Hardy Vi:l:"ites this final navel. Ta same extent, 

this splitting inta cantrasted natures was seen in The Waadlanders, I 
i 

in the case .of Mrs. Charmand and Marty Sauth, and in The Return 

.of the Native with Eustacia and Thamasin Yeabright/but never 

befare had the cantrast been sa strang. Hardy states that his 

intentian was indeed ta draw contrasts: 

Of caurse the book i.s all contrasts..-.-or was meant ta be in its 
.original conceptian ••.. e.g. Sue and her heathen gads set 

4Stewart, p. 197 < 

SF. E. Hardy, The Later Life .•. , p. 42~ 

! 
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against Jude {sreadtng the G~eek tes:tarnerit; Cb;t:'i{3:tn}t.nster 
academica,l, C~i.8.tmtn$ter .tn tne $.lum~; Jude the sa,i.nt; Jude 
the ~.tnner; ~:rue 'tILe )?agan, $uetfi.e {3:a;ttiti 'rna,;t;'ri:.age, no marriage; 
etc. 

And, of course, the contrast to fie exami:.ned here is the one 

between Arabella and Sue. 

D. H. Lawrence makes a valid comparison oetweenTess and 

Jude that also points out the nature of the Arabella-Sue 

contrast: 

Jude is only Tess turned round about. Instead of the heroine 
containing the two principles, male and female, at strife within 
her one being, it is Jude who contains them both, whilst the 
two women with him take the place of the two men to Tess. 
Arabella is Alec d'Uiitberville, Sue is Angel Clare. These repres
ent the same pair of principles. 6 

It is perhaps' unfair to the distinct individualities of these 

two women to see them as merely representing opposed principles, 

yet this element in their presentation is certainly there. 

They are like separate halves of a divided nature so that if 

they were to be merged together, they would make a whole char-

acter. As Lawrence puts it: "the two women added together made 

One Bride." 7 Arabella and Sue represent the same division of 

body and spirit that was forced upon Tess. This time, as 

Lawrence has indicated, it is Jude who is pulled by the opposing 

forces. 

Jude encounters Arabella, "a complete and substantial 

female animal II (p. 441 and is initiated into sexual experience 

with her. He is trapped by his experience as he succumbs to 

Arabella '.s .s.ensual power.s .and . then he .. i:.s .. tr.icked .into marrying 

SF. E. Hardy, The 'Later Life ... , p. 42. 

6Lawrence, p. 198. 

7Lawrence, p. 211. 
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her. .A.ra,hella knows. th,a, t she. ~a,n,t$ Jude-and ~;tll So to a.ny 

lensths to ga.in him; 

~ I must have hlm. J:: can" t do w.ttfiou t :n..t;n. He's the sort of 
man I long for. I snaIl go mad if. :r: can't give myself to him 
altogetherl' Cpo 551 ' 

She is' as pa.ss';tonate as' Eustacia But a.lso as' artful and artifi-

cial as Mrs'. Charmond. Her fav0u.Eite trick is to crea,!=:e, dimples 

by sucking in her cheeks and like 'Mrs .. Charmond, she has ,a wig, 

~hich disgusts Jude. Arabella reflects the widespread thinking 

that marriage is' the height of ambition for a woman and the only 

significant goal for female action. "She had gained a husband; 

tha t was the thing--a hus'band with a lot of earning power in 

him for buying her frocks and hats when he should begin to get 

frightened a bit, and stick to his trade, and throw aside those 

stupid books for practical undertakings." Cpp. 64-65) Once she 

tires of Jude because their natures diverge so completely, she 

leaves him for greener pastures. But she leaves Jude still 

trapped in a social convention that will plague him forever. 

Jude realizes his trap particularly acutely when he meets 

his cousin, Sue Bridehead. Even before he meets Sue, he is 

guilty, like other foolish lovers in Hardy's novels such as 

Dick Dewey, Mr. Knight, Clym Yeobright and Angel Clare, of 

idealizing her: 

To be sure she was almost an ideality to him still. Perhaps 
to know her would be to cure himself of th,is unexpected and 
unauthorized passion. A voice whispered that, though he 
desired to know her, he did not desire to be cured. Cpo lOS} 

Much as Jude and Sue love each other, however, they are never 



able to achieve a satt:s;Ea,ctQrx unton. 

From thebeg:t.nntng r Sue :t.~, l?pe$2ented a,sa sp.i.ritual 

creature whO nasreJected tllesoc,t.a,l code 'and establi.shed 

religion of her ti':me whileattempttng to assert her own 
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individuality. It is' indi.cative of th.e dichotomy contained 

within her that she w0J:'~-h:tps Both tfie pagan gods of Apollo 

and Venus as well as Chrtst; sh.e is a pagan in conscious 

belief but a Chris,tian in life. Her sUbscription to the 

ideals of paganism proves to be purely tfieoreticali it does 

not stand up to tfie shock of experience~ 

In her relations with men, Sue admits that she is able 

to merge with them--on an intellectual and spiritual level, 

as she says: III have miMed with them--one or two of them 

particularly--almost as one of their own sex." (p. 154) 

Lawrence discusses this aspect of Sue's nature: 

Sue wished to identify herself utterly with the male principle. 
That which was female in her she wanted to consume within I 
the male force, to consume it in the fire of understanding, / 
of giving utterance. 8 

By denying the female within her, Sue is denying an essential 

part of herself. In seeking to fulfill her spiritual demands, 

she neglects the physical aspect of her nature. Part of her 

difficulty, of course, is caused by her society which does not 

allow her proper outlets for her desires. She holds the view 

that Victorian society t.s a ma.le~domi:nated world and feels 

that in order to assert hers:elf, the subjugation of her 

female nature is: .necessary.. .Shedo.es .notfeel .that .a r.econ-

8Lawrence, p. 20.7. 
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<?f:l,t,atton bei:w:e,en,lI!gl,e a,nd f.eJ9,al e f.orces ts posstble. 

Suea.nd Jude a.re truly' SQul-lllateS', but because Sue mis

unders'tands the power and i'rrrporta,n~,~f. Duman passi:.on, their 

relationship can never survive. S1ledemands f.ar too much from 

her partners' witn6ut giving enougIL of nerself; s'he does not 

realize that life cannot exist on a purely' intellectual or 

spiritual level. She virtually kills the student sne first 

lived with because: \I the s'aid I Was breaking his heart by 

holding out against him so long at such close quarters; he 

could never have Believed it of a woman~,'ql (p. ISS} 
/' 

Then, / 

she marries Phillotson, seemingly out of pique with Jude, and 

when the snack of physical.comrrtitmE?Ilt becomes too much, she 

:J-eaves him. She sees Phillotson only as a kindly father/ 

teacher and she fails to take the necessary physical union 

involved in marriage into account. Not only is the effect of 

this damaging to Phillotson, it is also damaging to Sue's own 

psyche. Because she is so totally unprepared for sexual 

union, she develops a terror of it that proves to be ruinous 

and perverse. This attitUde is carried over into her relation-

ship with Jude; she delights in their spiritual union, but 

the thought of a physical union disgusts her. And she has 

the mistaken conviction that human relationships can reach a 

certain plateau without attaining greater depths: liMy liking 

for you is not as' some women ~s perhaps. But it is a delight 

in being with you, of a s'upremely delicate kind, and I don't 
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want to go furth-ex and rts.k,t.t b¥".....,..·a,n attempt to t.ntenst.fy 

it!" 4?~ 25a1 Sf:Lefea,rs tf:t.a.t sexua,l unt.on ~v:ould be a barrier 

to the:t;r ;r:-ela,tionshi.J:? rather than an enha:ncement, or a deepen

ing of it. The: only factor tha.t forces her to unite sexually 

with Jude t:s he;!:' fear of losing mm to A,rabella. 

In Sue, ffardy also comes to grips: once more with the 

nature of woman ,. s capriciousness ~ Tf:Li:s' is an element that 

predominates in mos·t of his heroines and Sue becomes the supreme 

example of it. Hardy' really seems to Be questioning women's 

motives in keeping their lovers and admirers dangling or 

deliberately exposing them to hurt, as when Sue asks Jude to 

give her away in marriage to Phillotson: 

How could Sue have had the temerity to ask him to do it--a 
cruelty possibly to herself as well as to him? Women were 
different 'from men in such matters. Was it that they were, 
instead of more sensitive, as reputed, more callous, and less 
romantic; or were they more heroic? Or was Sue simply so 
perverse that she wilfully gave herself and him pain for the 
odd and mournful luxury of practising long-suffering in her 
own person, and of being touched with tender pity for him 
at having made him practise it? (pp. 182-183) 

Sue constantly plays her game of tantalization, then rejection, 

usually through letters. But it does not seem clear whether 

she is fully aware of the game she is playing and how disastrous 

it can prove to be. Like Elfride Swancourt, she does not 

fully comprehend the effect she has on men and their emotions. 

But by the end, she does. seem to have some understanding of 

her actions: 

'At first I did not love you, Jude; that I own. When I first 
knew you I merely wanted you to love me. I did not exactly 
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flirt with you; but tha, t inborn cra,vin<;J W'ht.ch- unde;r;'mi.nes. 
some women ~ s mora,l$. a,lmos.t more tha,n unbrt.dled l?a,ssi.on~-
the craving toa tt;r;'act a,nd capttva te r ;r:-ega.;r;dles:s of the i 
injury it may do the ma,n~-wqs in me; and when I found I had 
caught you, I was. frightened. A.nd th.en.,.·."..r don tt knoW how it 
was-~I could]]" t bear to let you g0~-pClS'sibly to Arabella 
again--and so I got to love you,Jude~ But you see, however 
fondly it ended, tt Began in tne selfish a.nd cruel wish to 
mak.e your neart ache for me without letting mine ache for 
you. t (p. 3651 .. 

Therefore, it seems that Hardy ts' suggestirg that this "craving 

to attract and capttva~el\ i.s .. fnhEl.J;'€-pt. al1d almo?t beyond a 

woman's control. Its motives are self~fulfillment rather than 
'-.. 

cruel victi~isation but hurt is, unfortuna.tely, the inevitable 

result. This explains Fancy"s behaviour towards Parson Maybold, 

Elfride's towards Stephen, Bathsheba's towards Boldwood and 

Oak, Grade's towards Giles, Eustacia's towards Wildeve and Clym, 

and perhaps to some extent, Tess's towards Alec d'Uiberville. 

Although Sue constantly tries in her own way to struggle 

against the codes of society, she finally gives in to their 

pressures. She loses her struggle against the social majority 

because she allows her Puritanical background to arouse her 

sense of guilt: "'We must conform! ... All the ancient wrath 

of the Power above has been vented upon us, His poor creatures, 

and we must submit. There is no choice. We must. It is no 

use fighting against God!'" Cp. 354} Once Sue sees her 

struggle as a struggle agamnst God and not society, she accepts 

her own defeat. When she asserts: ""Self~reriunciation--that's 

everything! 'Ii Cpo 3571 and remarries Phtllotson, she is denying 

her individual identity and her rigl1_ts" 
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The onl¥ good tha,t Sue ~'$.s'a.c1;'i'Jice.9Ja.tns is tha,t tt 

redeem::; 1?htllot::;on tn the e~e$. ot; tlLewor Id • Wha.t she does i:;;: 

accepted as right and p~oper by society, while the true agony 

of her decision goes largely unrecognized. The terms in 

which Sue is~ spoken o;E oy GillingIiam and Phillotson show to 

what extent she is degraded. She almos't oecomes a commodity 

that can raise or lower phlllotsonts social position: 
t ~ '\ / /~~ . (,', _ 

'I was always agai'nst your opening the_, c9,ge-door and letting 
<lIhe bird go in such an oDvious'ly suicidal way. You might 
have been a school-inspector by this time, or a reverend, if 
you hadn't oeen so weak about her.' (pp. 378-9) 

Cet.tainly Hardy underlines the fallacy of Sue's gesture when 

;he says: "The self-sacrifice of the woman on the altar of 

what she was pleased to call her principles was acquiesced 

in by these two friends,.11 (p. 3811 That a woman with Sue's 

potential and intelligence is driven to such lengths indicates 

a definitely pessimistic view of woman's social situation on 

Hardy's part. True, Sue weakens before the forces of society 

and denies herself a vital part of life, but she is also 

largely a victim of social pressures beyond her control: the 

marriage laws, sexual mores, and the general oppression 

suffered by women in Victorian society. A despairing note is 

sounded when duty is reduced to this: 

'I don't think you ought to force your nature. No woman ought 
to be expected to.' ' 
'It is my duty. I will drink my cup to the dregs!' (p. 409) 

It is si,gnificant that the woman who s'eem::; to survive 
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opportunism. 
""'-------_or._ _ 

Sheexpl<:d.:ts merimore.·.t~.g ~tlL¢.¥ .. e~p:I:gt:t:: !'ber .\/ 
• .---- ~---.- - ---_ .. --" ." -., . -_. ,".- •. '._. - ---'-- -"~"< . "-,-~.,,,~. ~ 

Because. she shuts out 1I}o;r;al or sptr;-ttua,l concerns, she seems 

to be able to snatch a limited na.ppiness', selfish as she is. 
----- -

Her actions cannot be condoned: tIiey' only provide a further 

grim comment on the nature of a society that dooms' its more 

sensitive members such as Jude and Sue to misery, while the 

insensitive ones like Arabella and Vil15ert manage some degree 

of self-satis·faction. Arabella ~·s use of her sexuality seems to 

be one of the only ways in which a woman can gain power in a 

narrow and stultified society. Hers is not a harmless flirta-

tion as is the case with. some of Hardy~s earlier heroines; she 

mses flirtation as a tool for her own ends and there is nothing 

whimsical about her employment of it. Sue was not willing to 

sacrifice her principles in such a way and therefore she proves 

to be the loser as Arabella fully realizes, in her last state-

ment: "'She's never found peace since she left his arms, and 

never will till she's as he is now! '" (p. 423) 



From Ila,rdy~' s ea,rl:r novels: to' 'Jude: 'the: 'Ob's'c'u're we can 

observea,n increa,sj:ng depth o:e' ex:plora, tion on Ila,rdy" s pa,rt 

of both the ferria,le persona,lity' and woman's social posttion 

as well as a deepening sense of woman~S' personal and social 

predicament. Ilis early heroines ......... Fancy, Elfride and Bathsheba-

became almost a new stereotype ("the giddy flirt"} replacing 

earlier stereotypes of the Victorian heroine. But even in 

the character of Bathsheba, Hardy is beginning to enlarge 

his scope. Fancy and Elfride involved studies of capricious 

female nature; in Bathsheba, Hardy begins to examine the 

restrictions placed upon a woman who attempts to act as an 

equal in a male-centred world. with Grace, it appears that 

Hardy sees the community as an increasingly antagonistic 

force as Grace's education, meant to be a boon, proves to 

be a hindrance to her social integration. Also it becomes 

evident that social laws work against woman, serving only 

to entrap her in untenable positions. Eustacia's attempt 

at self-realization and fulfillment of her passionate nature 

proves to be futile because she is seen as a disruptive out

sider and her self-assertion cannot be accepted by society. 

As a child of na,ture, Tess can feel a, part of the natural 

environment but she is deceived and destroyed by the social 

environment. By the time of wtitingTess, Ila,rdy no longer 
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sees the conununtt¥ q,s benevolent to a. WOJIla.n when .t,t Qstra

cizes,her f.Ol;' a. wrong tha.t WC,:\.S not of fLex dot,ng. 'Finally 

in Jude 'tIie~ 'Ol,')s~c'u';r:'e,' s'oci:et¥' i:s. seen a.s the ultimate 

antagonistic force as tt destroys' Doth a man and a \>voman 

who had merely tri:ed to build thei:r own personal happiness. 

Because they did not follow tIle conventi:ons of society, they 

were alienated and then spiritually destroyed. In Jude, 

Hardy also makes' it clear that s'ociety is antagonistic to 

both man and woman, woman is' no longer the only ~ictim, as 

Jude says: 

Still, it is' no worse for the woman than for the man. That's 
what some women fail to see, and instead of protesting against 
the conditions th.ey protest against the man, the other victim; 
just as a woman in a crowd will abuse the man who crushes 
against her, when he is only the helpless transmitter of the 
pressure put upon him. (p. 2971 

This is what Hardy finally wants his readers to realize: 

that woman's place in society will be improved only when man's 

is too. Through his exploration of women intelligent enough 

to be aware of their situation, Hardy acknowledges that 

there is not only a female predicament, but an individual 

human predicament caused by the coercion and repression of 

society. This stance was not as prominent in Hardy's earlier novels; 

this final vision evolves most strongly in his last novel, Jude the Obscure. 
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